Mar 17 2020, 09:30
(Mar 17 2020, 11:58:07 -05:00 CDT - Mar 17 2020, 13:53:45 -05:00 CDT)
Time

From -> To

Message

Mar 17, 11:58:07 TulaneSierra -> Everyone

Hi from NOLA! My name is Sierra and I am excited to spend the afternoon with you all. Looking
forward to a great chat! Mar-17 at 11:58:07 am

Mar 17, 11:58:22 TulaneJill -> Everyone

Hello! Thank you for joining us for this virtual chat. My name is Jill deRosas and I work with our
transfer students. I was a transfer student myself and graduated from Tulane in 2014. I also
supervise some of our student teams including our admission interns, diversity fellows, and
transfer ambassadors. I look forward to chatting with you! Mar-17 at 11:58:22 am

Mar 17, 11:59:11 TulaneJeff -> Everyone

hey y'all! Jeff here, Director of Admission. We don't have all the answers but we'll try our best to
give you as much info as we can. hang in there! Mar-17 at 11:59:11 am

Mar 17, 11:59:23 TulaneRula -> Everyone

Hello! Thank you for joining us! My name is Rula Thabata and I am an admission counselor at
Tulane. Glad to chat with y'all, thanks for joining! Mar-17 at 11:59:23 am

Mar 17, 11:59:27 TulaneCorinne -> Everyone

Hi!! My name is Corinne and I recruit in Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Delaware. I graduated
from Tulane in 2017 and am a part time grad student now. I can't wait to connect with y'all! Mar-17
at 11:59:27 am

Mar 17, 11:59:36 TulaneAidan -> Everyone

Mar 17, 12:00:14 TulaneAngel -> Everyone

Hey y'all! My name is Aidan Cadley and I'm the admission rep for Westchester NY, Rhode Island,
New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont. Ready to answer some questions and have a good
chat! Mar-17 at 11:59:36 am
Hey everyone! My name is Angel and I am an Admission Counselor and work with students
interested in the performing and visual arts! I also work with a few of our student groups in our
office like Diversity Fellows and Green Wave Ambassadors (student tour guides). I recruit
students from the Southeast (MS, AL, and the Carolinas!) Can't wait to chat with y'all today! Mar17 at 12:00:13 pm

Mar 17, 12:00:25 TulaneSamR -> Everyone

Mar 17, 12:00:33

sophi -> TulaneJeff

Hi y'all! I'm Sam and I work with students from the Rocky Mountain region of the US as well as
Northern New Jersey. Thanks for tuning in - we're excited to help answer questions as best we can
today! Mar-17 at 12:00:25 pm
hello! question, because of corona and school absences, will admissions take that into account
when deciding whether or not to revoke someones application due to attendance? Mar-17 at 11:47:34
am

TulaneJeff -> sophi
Mar 17, 12:02:26 MaxK0327 -> TulaneJeff

YES! We will never penalize you because of COVID-19 related absences. Mar-17 at 12:00:33 pm
I am a junior and I won’t be able to take the SAT until June. Will my inability to take the SAT as
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many times as people have in the past be considered when I apply? Mar-17 at 11:41:17 am
TulaneJeff -> MaxK0327

Yes, we understand that you will have more limited options. The hope is that the College Board
will create new test dates. if they do not, we will definitely take this into account when reviewing
applicants next year. Mar-17 at 12:02:25 pm

JasonBold -> TulaneSamR

Hi! My name is Jason Bold and I’m currently deferred from Tulane. Tulane has been one of my
top choices and would love to attend but I’m still waiting on my decision. I initially applied for
neuroscience but want to change into the freeman school of business. How can I help myself reach
my goal of attending Tulane? Mar-17 at 11:43:14 am

TulaneSamR -> JasonBold

Hi Jason - great question. One of the best things about Tulane is that you don't have to worry
about applying to a certain school within the university. When students are accepted to Tulane,
they're accepted into the Newcomb Tulane College, which houses all 5 of our undergraduate
schools. Basically, this means that there aren't any barriers to changing your major once you're
here. All it takes is a conversation with your academic advisor! Mar-17 at 12:02:38 pm

Brenda -> TulaneAidan

What makes a student a good fit for Tulane? Mar-17 at 11:51:07 am

TulaneAidan -> Brenda

Hey Brenda! This is really up to the student themselves. Is Tulane a place where you can see
yourself grow, make great friends and great memories? Is being involved in your community
something that you'll want to have be a part of your college experience? Is the school the right
size for me? Questions like these are how you can determine if Tulane or any other college is a fit
for you. Mar-17 at 12:03:16 pm

jessie -> TulaneSierra

hello! can you please explain how to apply for financial aid? thanks! Mar-17 at 12:01:27 pm

TulaneSierra -> jessie

To apply for need based aid you should complete the FAFSA and the CSS Profile.
https://admission.tulane.edu/tuition-aid/need-based-aid ;Mar-17 at 12:03:42 pm

BDTarbel -> TulaneSamR

At this point do you anticipate cancelling CAST sessions? Mar-17 at 12:01:49 pm

TulaneSamR -> BDTarbel

It's hard to tell at this point - we are taking things week by week here at Tulane. For now, we are
not cancelling CAST sessions, but make sure your student is continually checking their portal as
well as their email for updates from us. We will let you all know as soon as we have new
information! Mar-17 at 12:04:00 pm

Elizabeth -> TulaneJeff

Hi, my name is Elizabeth White and I am from North Carolina! Sadly, our tour was cancelled but
I still would really love to come visit. Is coming to visit before I get in necessary for me to have a
better chance at being admitted? Mar-17 at 12:00:43 pm

Mar 17, 12:02:38

Mar 17, 12:03:17

Mar 17, 12:03:42

Mar 17, 12:04:00

Mar 17, 12:04:49

TulaneJeff -> Elizabeth

So sorry you weren't able to visit. By the way, check out this site for great virtual visit content.
https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down
We do note when you visit but we would never penalize a student who has NOT visited in the
application process, especially now. Hopefully you can rebook your trip for sometime later this
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summer or fall. If not, we would never hold that against you in the admission process. Mar-17 at
12:04:48 pm

Mar 17, 12:05:02

Max_shilstone -> TulaneAidan

What is campus life like at Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:01:06 pm

TulaneAidan -> Max_shilstone

Hey Max! Life at Tulane and New Orleans in general is pretty fantastic. Both are such welcoming
and vibrant communities that I've yet to experience anything similar to them. Mar-17 at 12:05:02 pm

Kayla -> TulaneJill

I was hoping to visit campus this upcoming month, but unfortunately, that is not a possibility
anymore, so I first wanted to ask about campus life. How would you describe the campus? I know
New Orleans has a lot to offer, but would you still say it feels like a "traditional" college campus
or more like a city? Mar-17 at 11:57:11 am

TulaneJill -> Kayla

Hi Kayla! Thanks for your question! Campus is about 3/4 mile long and 1/2 mile wide. I
transferred from a city school that was incredibly spread out so coming to Tulane was a perfect
combination of having a campus while also having a city at your fingertips. We are located in the
Uptown neighborhood of New Orleans which is mainly residential, lending itself to a residential
campus. There's lots of beautiful oak trees and the campus is aesthetically pretty gorgeous. It
certainly feels like a traditional college campus compared to a city school (trust me, I went to
both!) Mar-17 at 12:05:12 pm

Hanania -> TulaneAngel

Good afternoon, I am a student at Livingston high school. I just wanted to talk to someone about
the number of students that go to law school after the completion of their undergraduate degrees.
And if the students that go, get help/advice from administration throughout the years to be able to
reach a very good law school. I also wanted to ask about greek life in the school, and how it has
affected students throughout their 4 years. Mar-17 at 12:00:10 pm

TulaneAngel -> Hanania

Hey Hanania! I'm not sure on the exact numbers, but I can tell you that we do have a good amount
of students that choose to do specific programs that we offer within the law school. A big one is
our 3+3 Law program where undergrad students can apply to be in law school a year early.
Throughout this process, everyone has a academic advisor and a law school advisor that helps to
keep you on track.
About 40% of students are involved in greek life at Tulane. This includes community service
based fraternities, pre-professional, or social. As an alum who wasn't invovled in Greek life in
undergrad - I always like to say that if you're in it...great and if you're not...great! It won't break
your experience, but will only make it if you choose to do it. Mar-17 at 12:05:37 pm

Mar 17, 12:05:13

Mar 17, 12:05:37

Mar 17, 12:05:39
Elizabeth -> TulaneSamR

Also, in order to receive merit based aid, do I need to submit separated applications along with my
main one? Is merit based aid only possible via early action or early decision? Thanks! Mar-17 at
12:02:00 pm

TulaneSamR -> Elizabeth

Hi Elizabeth - all applicants, regardless of application round, are automatically considered for
partial merit aid! If you are a junior, I recommend checking out this page on our website for
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information on larger merit awards:
scholarships. ;Mar-17 at 12:05:39 pm
Maia -> TulaneSierra

Since many SAT exams have been cancelled, what will that look like for students applying next
year if they don't have another opportunity to take it? Mar-17 at 12:02:12 pm

TulaneSierra -> Maia

We are aware of SAT cancellations. College Board will provide future additional SAT testing
opportunities for students as soon as possible in place of canceled administrations.
The June 6, 2020 SAT administration is not yet canceled, and College Board will continue to
assess its status with the health and safety of students and educators as the top priority. We will
work as admission offices to figure out how we manage standardized testing for future
applicants. Mar-17 at 12:06:08 pm

Sophie_McCauley -> TulaneJeff

Hi! my name is Sophie McCauley, and I'm from Dallas. I was wondering, in the wake of all the
craziness that has beenthis last week with cancellations of SATs and ACTs and all, how will y'all
proceed going forward with applications? Mar-17 at 12:01:12 pm

TulaneJeff -> Sophie_McCauley

Hi Sophie! We dont have the final answer to this yet, but we will wait and see what impacts the
SAT/ACT changes have and will absolutely take this into account when review applications next
fall. Mar-17 at 12:06:31 pm

Eisha -> TulaneSamR

Hi! I am wondering if Tulane offers any merit based scholarships for undergraduate
admissions? Mar-17 at 12:02:25 pm

TulaneSamR -> Eisha

Hi Eisha! All undergraduate applicants are automatically considered for partial merit scholarships.
We also have a few larger merit awards which you can find information about here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/tuition-aid/merit-scholarships ;Mar-17 at 12:06:37 pm

Max_shilstone -> TulaneSamR

Does Tulane offer engineering as a major? Mar-17 at 12:05:40 pm

TulaneSamR -> Max_shilstone

Absolutely! Find more info about the School of Science and Engineering here:
https://sse.tulane.edu/academics/undergraduate ;Mar-17 at 12:07:29 pm

Isabelle -> TulaneSierra

Hello! I'm a junior at high school in NYC and I was wondering what year students at Tulane can
start working with the career center? Mar-17 at 12:04:12 pm

TulaneSierra -> Isabelle

Tulane students can take advantage of the opportunities through the career center as soon as they
get on campus! Mar-17 at 12:07:42 pm

OliviaS -> TulaneRula

Hi! I was wondering what the application process looks like and what your policy on SAT subject
tests is. Mar-17 at 12:02:16 pm

TulaneRula -> OliviaS

Hello OliviaS, you can learn about Tulane's application process here,
https://admission.tulane.edu/apply and learn more from our Director Jeff's blog here
http://tuadmissionjeff.blogspot.com/ ;Mar-17 at 12:07:55 pm

Mar 17, 12:06:09

Mar 17, 12:06:31

Mar 17, 12:06:37

Mar 17, 12:07:29

https://admission.tulane.edu/tuition-aid/merit-

Mar 17, 12:07:42

Mar 17, 12:07:55
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Mar 17, 12:07:59 Brenda -> TulaneAidan

TulaneAidan -> Brenda

EFS -> TulaneAngel
Mar 17, 12:08:07
TulaneAngel -> EFS

The ACT that I was going to take got cancelled. What do I do with the previous score with which
I am unhappy? Mar-17 at 12:02:25 pm
Hey Brenda! As of now I wouldn't make this a priority worry. We are aware of the ACT's recent
guidelines and have been told that future testing dates will be offered down the line. We've made
no certain decisions regarding this as of yet and will, as we always do, take everything into
consideration when reviewing applications. Mar-17 at 12:07:59 pm
Are there programs for freshman before orientation in August like you have had in the past? Mar17 at 11:57:46 am

Hi EFS, I think you are referring to our explore programs and unfortunately, all of those have
gone away due to our new orientation model that takes place the week before classes begin! Mar17 at 12:08:06 pm

Max -> TulaneAngel

For Tulane Jazz Ensembles, do you apply as part of your application or once you're on
campus? Mar-17 at 12:04:41 pm

TulaneAngel -> Max

Hi Max, once you're on campus you can join a jazz ensemble - no need to worry about it
now. Mar-17 at 12:08:33 pm

JT -> TulaneJeff

How will this impact students have had both SAT and ACT Testing rescheduled until Summer
2020? Mar-17 at 12:02:03 pm

TulaneJeff -> JT

Hi, JT. We don't have the final answer to this yet, but we will wait and see what impacts the
SAT/ACT changes have and will absolutely take this into account when review applications next
fall.We will make a commitment to ensure that no one is "dinged" in the application process
because of this. Mar-17 at 12:08:50 pm

Acadia -> TulaneJill

Hi! I'm Acadia from Colorado. I'm interested in medicine. Can you tell me about the different
programs you have at Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:00:54 pm

TulaneJill -> Acadia

Acadia, Tulane offers a pre-med track for students interested in medicine. This allows students to
major in any subject that they would like while still completing their medical school prerequisites. I had a friend who was pre-med and majored in Dance! You would also get a pre-med
advisor who would help you with the medical school application process. Tulane also has it'sown
medical school so many of our students do research downtown at the medical school, volunteer,
and shadow doctors. We also have medical school early admission programs to Tulane's med
school like Creative Pre-medical Scholars and TAP-TP. You would apply for those within your
first two years at Tulane. More info on pre-med advising can be fund here:
https://advising.tulane.edu/pre-health ;Mar-17 at 12:09:00 pm

Sara_Marks -> TulaneSierra

Hello, my name is sara and I am a high school student (rising senior) looking to come to Tulane. I
am curious what you look for besides grades and stellar character? Mar-17 at 12:02:47 pm

Mar 17, 12:08:33

Mar 17, 12:08:50

Mar 17, 12:09:00

Mar 17, 12:09:23
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TulaneSierra -> Sara_Marks

Kelley -> TulaneAidan
Mar 17, 12:09:35

We look at extra curricular, your essays (personal statement and Why Tulane supplemental essay),
your letters of recommendation, and your engagement with Tulane throughout the admission
process. Check out these tips for juniors https://admission.tulane.edu/apply/getting-intotulane/tips-for-juniors ;Mar-17 at 12:09:23 pm
Is there a core curriculum of classes required even if they’re not part of your major? Mar-17 at
12:03:40 pm

TulaneAidan -> Kelley

Hey Kelley! In terms of core curriculum, every individual school has there own requirements of
particular courses you should take, but each major usually requires at least one math, one science,
one english and one language course. Mar-17 at 12:09:35 pm

DG -> TulaneRula

I would like to find out if school for the freshman is still scheduled to start in late August. Thank
you! Mar-17 at 11:44:06 am

TulaneRula -> DG

Hello DG, as of now, we are still scheduled to start classes in August as planned, if something
does change, we will be in communication, I am not an expert though so do stay tuned for details
and follow our communication. Mar-17 at 12:09:37 pm

Audrey -> TulaneAngel

Hi! This is a pretty specific question but does anyone know if students can take dance classes if
they aren't a dance major or minor? I've been dancing my whole life (ballet, pointe, contemporary)
but want to dance extracurricularly in college. What do those opportunities look like? Are there
audition-only groups I might be able to be a part of? Mar-17 at 12:06:03 pm

Mar 17, 12:09:37

Mar 17, 12:09:43
TulaneAngel -> Audrey

Hi Audrey, YES! You don't have to be a dance major to take those classes or audition for shows.
You can join several student dance groups or with faculty members through classes you take. Mar17 at 12:09:43 pm

Olivia -> TulaneSamR

Hi my name is Olivia and I am really hoping to be admitted as a Tulane student for Fall of 2020.
In light of COVID-19, are Tulane decisions still anticipated to be released by April 1? Mar-17 at
12:04:10 pm

Mar 17, 12:09:50
TulaneSamR -> Olivia

Great question, Olivia - we will still be releasing decisions for all students who have not already
heard from us before April 1. We do not anticipate a delay at this time, but if for some reason we
need to push that back, we will let you know by email. Mar-17 at 12:09:50 pm

Ada -> TulaneJeff

Hello! Thank you for hosting this live chat. I am a prospective student and I have a question
regarding culture at Tulane. I've noticed that with some other prestigious schools like Tulane,
competition is far more emphasized than collaboration. Can you speak to how Tulane fosters an
environment of shared goals and community efforts? Mar-17 at 12:04:10 pm

Mar 17, 12:10:31

TulaneJeff -> Ada

Great question. We are probably one of the least "cutthroat" schools in the USA, in my opinion.
Students collaborate, help each other study, research and get the job done. This is the type of
school where if you miss a class, you'll have countless peers that would happily and readily share
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their notes from the day of what you missed. Honestly, it's one of the best things about
Tulane! Mar-17 at 12:10:31 pm
Annika -> TulaneAngel
Mar 17, 12:10:36

at 12:07:37 pm
TulaneAngel -> Annika

Hi Annika, No - we can't penalize you for something that no one has any control over. Visit when
you can. Mar-17 at 12:10:36 pm

Rachel -> TulaneJill

Is it possible that coronavirus could make our first semester online? When would we know this
by? Mar-17 at 12:02:50 pm

TulaneJill -> Rachel

Hi Rachel, we do not know this at this time. We will see what happens in the upcoming weeks and
adjust as necessary. We will let everyone know as soon as we know these answers, but it is much
too early to know about the Fall semester. Mar-17 at 12:10:50 pm

Keith -> TulaneSamR

Hi! Thank you so much for having this session. What is the commit date for Fall 2020? Any
chance it will change? Mar-17 at 12:06:28 pm

TulaneSamR -> Keith

Hi Keith - at this point, we are not anticipating changing the May 1 deposit deadline. If something
changes, we will send out lots of email communications about it but, for now, the deposit deadline
for Tulane will remain May 1. Mar-17 at 12:10:57 pm

Hanania -> TulaneAidan

Does Tulane provide good need-based aid? Mar-17 at 12:04:48 pm

TulaneAidan -> Hanania

Hi Hanaia! Tulane provides great need based aid for students who demonstrate need. We've been
moving away from more merit offerings to need based. For me, this was a huge factor and I can
say that Tulane did everything they could to make sure I could attend in terms of helping to meet
my demonstrated need. Mar-17 at 12:11:12 pm

Mar 17, 12:10:50

Mar 17, 12:10:57

Mar 17, 12:11:12

Hello! I was hoping to sign up for a tour of Tulane later this school year ( I am a junior), but I
don't think that's possible anymore due to COVID-19. If things "return to normal" next school
year would I be penalized for visiting close to application time rather than my junior year? Mar-17

Acadia -> TulaneRula
Mar 17, 12:11:15

Is this web chat instead of the upcoming meeting in Aurora, Colorado on March 30? Mar-17 at
12:05:30 pm

TulaneRula -> Acadia

Hello Acadia, this webchat is not instead of the upcoming meeting in Aurora, stay tuned for
details for more virtual events, but that in person event has been cancelled. Mar-17 at 12:11:15 pm

Ashlyn -> TulaneSierra

Hi! When describing a typical Tulane student, would you say they're more academically focused
or balanced across many areas? Mar-17 at 12:04:09 pm

TulaneSierra -> Ashlyn

Tulane students are academically ambitious, both focused but also balanced with their extra
curricular. Mar-17 at 12:11:31 pm

Mar 17, 12:11:31

Mar 17, 12:11:35 anitabhoff -> TulaneCorinne

Hi! I am Anita Hoffman from Wynnewood, Pennsylvania. I am curious as to how the testing
delays, cancellation of tours, etc may affect candidacy for incoming freshmen. Mar-17 at 12:01:01
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TulaneCorinne -> anitabhoff

Anita, my friend, hello!! Excellent question. I definitely appreciate your thoughtfulness, but don't
want you to worry- as these issues affect all students (and beyond), you will definitely not be
penalized. We are working to provide as much virtual content as possible to make sure everyone
can get the information they need. We are aware of SAT cancellations. College Board will provide
future additional SAT testing opportunities for students as soon as possible in place of canceled
administrations. The June 6, 2020 SAT administration is not yet canceled, and College Board will
continue to assess its status with the health and safety of students and educators as the top priority.
We will work as admission offices to figure out how we manage standardized testing for future
applicants. Just be sure to check your email. In typical Tulane fashion, we will be
overcommunicative about it! Mar-17 at 12:11:34 pm

Jordan_Lewis -> TulaneJill

Hi. Another COVID-19 question. 2 SAT's where canceled for me, and I am afraid the AP Exams
are next. Will anything change in the admission areas to compensate for not being able to send
those scores? Mar-17 at 12:03:26 pm

TulaneJill -> Jordan_Lewis

Jordan, We are aware of SAT cancellations. College Board will provide future additional SAT
testing opportunities for students as soon as possible in place of canceled administrations. The
June 6, 2020 SAT administration is not yet canceled, and College Board will continue to assess its
status with the health and safety of students and educators as the top priority. We will work as
admission offices to figure out how we manage standardized testing for future applicants. You will
not be "dinged" for this and we will work with applicants throughout the process to support
them. Mar-17 at 12:11:57 pm

Leo_F -> TulaneJeff

If the SAT/ACT is canceled for coronavirus how will that affect the admissions process for
Tulane Mar-17 at 12:04:35 pm

Mar 17, 12:11:57

Mar 17, 12:12:03
TulaneJeff -> Leo_F

We don't have the final answer to this yet, but we will wait and see what impacts the SAT/ACT
changes have and will absolutely take this into account when review applications next fall.The
June 6, 2020 SAT administration is not yet canceled, and College Board will continue to assess its
status with the health and safety of students and educators as the top priority. We will work as
admission offices to figure out how we manage standardized testing for future applicants. Mar-17 at
12:12:03 pm

EFS -> TulaneAngel
Mar 17, 12:12:06
TulaneAngel -> EFS
Mar 17, 12:12:29 Tejaswi -> TulaneRula
TulaneRula -> Tejaswi

When is the housing application for 2020-2021 open? Will we get an email to let us know? Mar-17
at 11:53:47 am

The housing application should already be open for incoming students and closes May 8th. So
check your email for access to your housing portal Mar-17 at 12:12:06 pm
Do you require the subject SATs? Mar-17 at 12:05:02 pm
Hello Tejaswi, at Tulane the subject tests are optional and we allow you to self-report scores
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https://admission.tulane.edu/apply/instructions/standardized-tests ;Mar-17 at 12:12:28 pm
Evan -> TulaneCorinne
Mar 17, 12:12:52

TulaneCorinne -> Evan

Can I still get AP credit even if the exam gets canceled? Mar-17 at 12:01:19 pm
Evan, I feel for you, my friend! While we have not made any decisions around transferring credit
for AP/IB testing or dual enrollment courses yet, once we do, we will be sure to update this page:
https://admission.tulane.edu/academics/earning-college-credit/ap-ib-exams ;Mar-17 at 12:12:52
pm

Suzy -> TulaneSierra

Hi - Also, I have a very specific question re financial aid. Who is the point person for financial aid
for diversity student, undergrad freshman? Mar-17 at 12:09:34 pm

TulaneSierra -> Suzy

We have financial aid counselors based on last name, not demographics/identities. However, as
the Diversity and Access coordinator in the admission office I am happy to guide students through
the financial aid process in collaboration w/my financial aid colleagues. Mar-17 at 12:12:54 pm

L.Hicks -> TulaneSierra

Hi! Should school closures due to COVID-19 result in abnormalities on transcripts would that be
considered by admissions counselors? Mar-17 at 12:02:29 pm

Mar 17, 12:12:54

Mar 17, 12:13:24
TulaneSierra -> L.Hicks

My tour is scheduled for Monday, April 13th and I have not heard it is canceled. Is it still on as of
now? Mar-17 at 12:07:16 pm

TulaneSamR -> Kelley

Hi Kelley - we have made the difficult decision to cancel tours through April 15th, which means
your tour on April 13th is also cancelled. I would recommend reaching out to your TU admission
counselor for guidance about when to reschedule your tour for. Mar-17 at 12:13:54 pm

Tejaswi -> TulaneAidan

Does Greek life play a big role on campus? Mar-17 at 12:05:44 pm

TulaneAidan -> Tejaswi

Hi Tejaswi! Greek life is definetly something that we offer. Only around 40% of our student join
greek life organizations, so it won't be the all encompassing factor it is at other schools. You can
learn more about it here: https://greek.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:13:54 pm

Lauren_ -> TulaneSierra
Mar 17, 12:13:58

Mar 17, 12:14:00

12:13:24 pm

Kelley -> TulaneSamR
Mar 17, 12:13:54

Mar 17, 12:13:54

yes, we will not penalize anyone for the impact COVID-19 is having on academics Mar-17 at

Hi! I was just wondering if Tulane has any support programs/groups for incoming students? Mar17 at 12:08:57 pm

TulaneSierra -> Lauren_

Our New Student Orientation team supports all incoming students
https://orientation.tulane.edu/new-student-orientation ;Mar-17 at 12:13:58 pm

Dani -> TulaneAngel

Hi! I go to a high school where school spirit is a HUGE deal. What is the school spirit like at
Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:06:55 pm

TulaneAngel -> Dani

Dani, As someone who did 4 years of marching band at Tulane and has been to EVERY SINGLE
FOOTBALL game since I started my freshman year - school spirit has only increased for the best.
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When I was a freshman, it was not a whole lot but by the time I got to senior year - our football
team was killing it and winning bowl games and there was a lot of spirit and tailgating in the air.
This goes for other sports as well! Mar-17 at 12:13:59 pm
Echo_Z -> TulaneJeff

Mar 17, 12:14:17
TulaneJeff -> Echo_Z

Hello! I'm a Chinese student. I just receive my i-20 and plan for F-1 visa, but because of
coronavirus I might not be able to get my visa in a while. The worst thing possible is that maybe I
can't arrive in the US in August. Do you have any solutions for that? Mar-17 at 12:04:57 pm
We are working hard on a solution for that and Tulane will reach out to you with specifics in the
coming month. One possibility is that if you cannot arrive at Tulane because of Visa reasons, we
can ensure you will get a virtual experience until you can arrive physically in New Orleans.
Nothing has been decided yet, but rest assured we will find a solution for you. Mar-17 at 12:14:17
pm

Evan -> TulaneJill

17 at 12:05:35 pm

Mar 17, 12:14:18

Mar 17, 12:14:55

Mar 17, 12:15:32

TulaneJill -> Evan

Hi Evan, we are not planning to extend the May 1st deposit deadline at this time. Please check out
our virtual page to get more information about our students and our campus:
https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down ;Mar-17 at 12:14:18 pm

CST -> TulaneRula

What percentage of students (by year) live on campus? Mar-17 at 12:06:19 pm

TulaneRula -> CST

Hi CST, freshman and sophomores are required to stay on campus and students can apply to
housing junior and senior year though there is no guarantee there will be a spot for them
https://admission.tulane.edu/student-life/housing ;Mar-17 at 12:14:55 pm

zoe -> TulaneAngel

Do you need to have taken the act by a certain date to apply ED? Mar-17 at 12:01:41 pm

TulaneAngel -> zoe

Zoe, with the ED deadline being Nov. 1 - we really urge students to take their test prior to/around
the date of Oct. 20th so that the testing agency has time to get the scores to us and you have time
to retake if need be. Mar-17 at 12:15:32 pm

Elizabeth -> TulaneSierra

Hi again, my parents are worried that New Orleans is too unsafe. What kind of safety protocols do
you guys have in place? Mar-17 at 12:06:45 pm

TulaneSierra -> Elizabeth

Tulane provides campus safety and security on and off campus, you can learn more here
https://admission.tulane.edu/student-life/safety-security ;Mar-17 at 12:15:36 pm

Mar 17, 12:15:36

Mar 17, 12:15:38

I can't visit any colleges anymore but I'm concerned about committing to an institution without
having the complete picture of all others. Is Tulane going to extend their deadline to commit? Mar-

zoe -> TulaneJeff
TulaneJeff -> zoe

Will you take into account demonstrated interest for current juniors because of COVD-19? Mar-17
at 12:05:06 pm

Yes, absolutely. We cannot expect students to visit right now. The visit is not a major factor in our
demonstrated interest view. Plus, this impacts everyone at the same time. But... we'll be sure to
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know if you joined this chat instead! ;-) Mar-17 at 12:15:38 pm
L.Hicks -> TulaneSamR

Hi, if I am a Junior wanting to apply for Tulane what things would you be looking for in my
application? Mar-17 at 12:07:29 pm

TulaneSamR -> L.Hicks

Hi there! Tulane takes a holistic approach to reviewing applications, which means there are a lot
of factors we take into account. This is the link to a presentation I recently did that includes a lot
of tips for writing a great application: https://tinyurl.com/tulanetipssam. You can also check out
Jeff's blog for some more insight: http://tuadmissionjeff.blogspot.com/2018/01/this-will-lookgreat-on-my-application.html ;Mar-17 at 12:15:59 pm

Kate -> TulaneAidan

Hi, my name is Kate and I would love to learn more about Tulane's study abroad programs. How
many students typically take advantage of the programs? Is hard to manage with a pre-med
track? Mar-17 at 12:07:22 pm

TulaneAidan -> Kate

Hi Kate. Tulane is know for having one of the top study abroad programs in the country, with a
good deal of our students ending up going to study abroad at some point in their 4-5 years here.
You can learn more about study abroad programs and offerings here:
https://studyabroad.tulane.edu/.
In terms of pre med and studying abroad, that is doable, just be sure to meet with an advisor to
make sure you stay on the right track. Mar-17 at 12:16:20 pm

Keith -> TulaneSamR

Hi. When is move in day planned (at this point) for fall of 2020? Mar-17 at 12:10:32 pm

TulaneSamR -> Keith

First year move in day will be Wednesday August 19th. We don't anticipate that changing at this
point in time. Mar-17 at 12:16:35 pm

JT -> TulaneJill

Will athletic camps and tours still be held this summer for prospective athletes? If not, will there
be alternative options for viability by the Tulane Athletic Departmenr since many secondary
schools have transitioned to Home-based Learning? Mar-17 at 12:07:36 pm

TulaneJill -> JT

JT, as for this summer things are still on currently. This is subject to change. For Athletics, you
should reach out to them directly as they operate their tours and camps separately:
https://tulanegreenwave.com/ ;Mar-17 at 12:16:35 pm

Tejaswi -> TulaneJeff

Hi, I'm a student applying from India but I'm an US Citizen. Is there anything I need to know
about applying to Tulane that would differ from kids in the states? Mar-17 at 12:07:17 pm

TulaneJeff -> Tejaswi

Nope, we would not need any additional info from you. It will be the same as an applicant living
in the USA. Mar-17 at 12:16:39 pm

Claire -> TulaneRula

HI! Do all freshman take a small group freshman seminar? If so, what does that look like at
Tulane? Thanks! Mar-17 at 12:14:20 pm

TulaneRula -> Claire

Hello Claire, yes all freshman take what is called a TIDES course which is capped at 15-20

Mar 17, 12:16:00

Mar 17, 12:16:20

Mar 17, 12:16:35

Mar 17, 12:16:35

Mar 17, 12:16:40

Mar 17, 12:16:41
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students and is about a number of different fields as well you can learn more here!
https://admission.tulane.edu/academics/degrees-requirements/tides and
https://college.tulane.edu/enrichment/first-year-experience/tides ;Mar-17 at 12:16:41 pm
HoffmanPhilly -> TulaneCorinne

Hi, do you feel Tulane is uniquely prepared to deal with adversity such as COVID-19 due to
weather related closures in the past? Mar-17 at 12:01:41 pm

TulaneCorinne -> HoffmanPhilly

Hoffman, I appreciate where you're coming from. While of course, experience with emergency
preparedness in the past definitely plays a role, I'm hesitant to draw too many comparisons
between this pandemic and other events. Instead, I think Tulane's priority of getting solid
information - through many avenues but especially our student affairs, global network, and public
health/health science research - is what positions us to repond well and ultimately best support
students Mar-17 at 12:16:49 pm

Sophie_McCauley -> TulaneAngel

Hi! How does Tulane support students for post-graduate opportunities like internships,
networking, etc.? Mar-17 at 12:12:37 pm

TulaneAngel -> Sophie_McCauley

I would recommend checking our career service website to see some good examples of good
support/resources for post graduation: https://hiretulanegrads.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:16:55 pm

Kelley -> TulaneCorinne

Is there a change at all with your requirements for standardized testing now that the SAT and
ACTs are all up in the air? Mar-17 at 12:01:57 pm

TulaneCorinne -> Kelley

We are aware of SAT cancellations. College Board will provide future additional SAT testing
opportunities for students as soon as possible in place of canceled administrations.
The June 6, 2020 SAT administration is not yet canceled, and College Board will continue to
assess its status with the health and safety of students and educators as the top priority. We will
work as admission offices to figure out how we manage standardized testing for future applicants.
Be sure to keep an eye out for our emails- once we make a decision, we will be sure to
communicate that to everyone! Mar-17 at 12:17:26 pm

caroline_G -> TulaneSierra

Can you give some more info on the freshman transitional counseling? How does Tulane help
ensure student success? Mar-17 at 12:07:44 pm

Mar 17, 12:16:50

Mar 17, 12:16:55

Mar 17, 12:17:26

Mar 17, 12:17:54
TulaneSierra -> caroline_G

It all starts with CAST, https://admission.tulane.edu/cast. We support you before you even get
on campus to make sure by the time you get here you know your resources! New Student
Orientation will then address many first year students worries through various
programs/workshops/orientations https://orientation.tulane.edu/new-student-orientation. Our
CAPS center also provides mental health support for incoming students transition. Mar-17 at
12:17:54 pm

Mar 17, 12:18:13

Tanner -> TulaneSamR

Have your guys heard any information regarding AP Exams? College Board has pushed all SAT
tests into June and concerned AP Exams will follow suit. Mar-17 at 12:15:52 pm
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TulaneSamR -> Tanner

Hi Tanner - we are taking things on a case by case basis, so please reach out to your TU admission
counselor regarding any concerns you have about testing. We will work with each student
individually to get things sorted out. Mar-17 at 12:18:13 pm

N-Squared -> TulaneCorinne

This may be a dopey question, but does Tulane have a Phys Ed requirement? I know some
colleges do. Mar-17 at 12:17:17 pm

TulaneCorinne -> N-Squared

N^2, not a dopey question at all! Though, "dopey" did make me smile. No phys ed requirement at
TU! Mar-17 at 12:18:17 pm

OliviaS -> TulaneAngel

How manageable was it balancing marching band and academics? Also does your marching band
have a color guard? Mar-17 at 12:16:14 pm

TulaneAngel -> OliviaS

Yes we do have a color guard, and honestly its fairly easy. Similar to in high school, marching
band meets after school hours - in the fall, MWF from 5:30- 7:30 and then in the Spring, MW, at
the same time. I did it all 4 year when I was an udergrad at Tulane and never felt like I couldn't
manage it along with my classes Mar-17 at 12:18:29 pm

Suzy -> TulaneJill

Hi - I am the mother of an applicant from Washington, DC who was accepted. I reside overseas. If
the coronavirus emergency situation lasts longer than the end of April, can we freeze her
application and let her transfer from overseas once the emergency is over. Mar-17 at 12:08:02 pm

TulaneJill -> Suzy

Hi Suzy, I am not sure what you mean by freezing her application. We will not be extending our
May 1st deposit deadline as of now. If she would like to take a gap year instead of enrolling for
Fall 2020, she can find more information on the gap year application here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/apply/gap-year ;Mar-17 at 12:18:43 pm

Mar 17, 12:18:17

Mar 17, 12:18:29

Mar 17, 12:18:43

MilesR -> TulaneAidan

I just saw a post about changing majors. Is that right that students do not apply to a specific
college at Tulane? I ask because I am interested in Engineering and typically students have to be
accepted by the Engineering Department of a school- changing later is virtually impossible. Mar-17
at 12:07:26 pm

Mar 17, 12:18:44
TulaneAidan -> MilesR

Hey Miles! That is correct. You only apply to the university in general and are then accepted into
all 5 colleges if admitted. It's great if you end up changing your mind about engineering or want to
do a double major in engineering and lets say ceramics. Mar-17 at 12:18:44 pm

Matt -> TulaneSierra

Hi! I am Matt Sebiri from Morristown NJ. I have been accepted for the architectural summer
program at Tulane. Amid the COVID-19 crisis how will you deal with summer programs and the
applicant who have been accepted if the virus prolongs? Mar-17 at 12:17:00 pm

TulaneSierra -> Matt

You can find more info about Summer Programs and their response due to COVID-19 here
https://summer.tulane.edu/experience/covid-19-update ;Mar-17 at 12:18:59 pm

Mar 17, 12:18:59

Mar 17, 12:19:01 Isha -> TulaneJeff

Hello! I'm Isha from India. I wanted to ask regarding the racial discrimination at campus. I've
heard from alumni that it is a serious issue that is quite often ignored and as an international
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student it is one of the criterias. Mar-17 at 12:07:31 pm

TulaneJeff -> Isha

Alexandra -> TulaneAidan

Hello! Can Freshmen choose their own roommates, or are they randomly assigned? Mar-17 at
12:10:05 pm

TulaneAidan -> Alexandra

Hi Alexandra! Freshman can choose their roommate as long as both roommates put down each
other as their preferred roommate (both need to do it!) Additionally, most roommates aren't
actually "random" as you fill out a survey stating preferences about living environment and
conditions. Mar-17 at 12:20:09 pm

zoe -> TulaneSamR

Hi! Through research, I have learned that you are a community that is very passionate about
giving back. What are some ways in which this is done. Mar-17 at 12:14:24 pm

TulaneSamR -> zoe

Hi Zoe! One way is through our public service requirement - all Tulane students are required to
participate in at least two forms of public service during their time here. We also have a wonderful
program called Outreach Tulane, which is the oldest and largest public service event at Tulane:
https://outreachtulane.wordpress.com/ . I recommend checking out the Center for Public Service's
website for more info! https://cps.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:20:15 pm

Chloe_Rosen -> TulaneJill

Hi! For spring scholars, do we still have the option to go abroad? Mar-17 at 12:09:16 pm

TulaneJill -> Chloe_Rosen

Hi Chloe, at this point our abroad partners have not cancelled their programs for the Fall 2020 for
Spring Scholars. I would apply to the abroad programs you are interested in, and maintain options
close to home as well. We are monitoring the situation with our abroad partners closely and once
we know more information, we will be in touch. Mar-17 at 12:20:15 pm

Mar 17, 12:20:09

Mar 17, 12:20:15

Mar 17, 12:20:15

Great question. Tulane is no different from other schools where, unfortunately, there can be racial
incidents on campus. They do not happen frequently and if they do, we have a very proactive way
of addressing them and they will not be ignored nor tolerated. That said, by in large, I find Tulane
to be a tremendously welcoming and accepting place. New Orleans is also likely one of the most
open, accepting and progressive cities in the USA! Mar-17 at 12:19:01 pm

MilesR -> TulaneSierra

I am a student of color from the Pacific Northwest living in a pretty progressive area. I am
wondering how people of color are treated by the larger community around Tulane. Mar-17 at
12:16:05 pm

Mar 17, 12:20:34
TulaneSierra -> MilesR

Mar 17, 12:20:52 Jdermond -> TulaneJeff
TulaneJeff -> Jdermond

Hey Miles! Great question and glad you asked. You can find more info about multicultural life at
Tulane here https://admission.tulane.edu/student-life/diversity/multicultural-access-programs, I
would encourage you to reach out to our diversity fellows and read the student perspectives for
more insight into student of color experiences. Also happy to have this conversation offline, via
phone! Mar-17 at 12:20:34 pm
What makes Tulane stand out? Mar-17 at 12:08:08 pm
location, location, location! But also our commitment to serving the location where we live. We've
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been ranked the #1 school in the USA for students most engaged in community service the last
four years in a row. Also I love that its 80 degrees out rn. Mar-17 at 12:20:52 pm
Claire -> TulaneRula

Hi. I am a junior and really interested in applying to Tulane. I know that at Tulane there is a huge
service learning component, which really interests me. Can you elaborate a little bit about it?
Thanks! Mar-17 at 12:03:52 pm

TulaneRula -> Claire

Hello Claire, glad to know you're interested in Tulane. Tulane does have a service learning
component which is required to graduate, and also a culture of service. Students do service in two
tiers which you can learn more about here from the Center for Public Service and stay tuned
through out the spring as we continue to hold virtual events on a number of different topics
students are interested in, including service. https://admission.tulane.edu/public-service you can
learn about the Center for Public Service: https://cps.tulane.edu/ and our
scholarships/fellowship application for students dedicated and interested in service
https://admission.tulane.edu/tuition-aid/merit-scholarships ;Mar-17 at 12:21:21 pm

Max_shilstone -> TulaneJeff

Are there walk on tryouts for your athletics teams? I am interested in playing Football for
Tulane Mar-17 at 12:11:58 pm

TulaneJeff -> Max_shilstone

Yes indeed- they will take place late summer or during the school year depending on the
sport. Mar-17 at 12:21:43 pm

Mar 17, 12:21:21

Mar 17, 12:21:43

Lindsay -> TulaneSierra
Mar 17, 12:22:08
TulaneSierra -> Lindsay

jake_s -> TulaneAidan

12:12:51 pm

Tulane is located in beautiful uptown, New Orleans! I would encourage you take a virtual campus
tour to see more of it https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down ;Mar-17 at 12:22:08 pm
Hi! I'm looking to apply to the Tulane architecture program next year. Would it be possible to get
feedback on my online art and architecture portfolio before I submit an application Mar-17 at
12:12:22 pm

Mar 17, 12:22:09

Mar 17, 12:22:29

Could you tell us a bit about Tulane's location and the activities on and off campus? Mar-17 at

TulaneAidan -> jake_s

Hey Jake! For our architecture program (and all programs in general) portfolio's are optional. In
terms of sending us your work, send what you like. You won't be negatively affected if you send
us (or don't) a portfolio that isn't all A+ art work, it's simply up to you. Mar-17 at 12:22:09 pm

Jessa -> TulaneAngel

hi! can you talk a little about the honors program? Mar-17 at 12:02:28 pm

TulaneAngel -> Jessa

Jessica, the honors programs is great. There isn't a big division of students with those who are
honors or not, and thats because freshman and sophomore year - we are all in the same boat.
Everyone is doing their intro courses and getting their feet wet with getting to know each other.
When you reach junior and senior year thats when the honors program really shines. You can do a
thesis, have specific networking opportunities, and apply for great post-grad scholarships (open to
anyone) ! Look here for more info: https://honors.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:22:29 pm
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Mar 17, 12:22:46 Theo -> TulaneJeff

Hi, My daughter and I were planning to visit Tulane next week as part of the Admitted Students
program. As those programs have been put on hold, I was considering a visit the first week in
June. Will there be anyone from the Admissions Office available to talk to incoming Freshman? I
don't see anything in the portal just yet. Mar-17 at 12:12:12 pm

TulaneJeff -> Theo

hell yes! As soon as its safe to have campus tours again, I can guarantee we'll be having as many
as humanly possible to make up for lost time. Generally, in the summer, we are open 6 days a
week. Every day except sunday. Mar-17 at 12:22:46 pm

Jackie -> TulaneSamR

Hi, I'm also a junior but I don't know a lot about this university. How would you describe your
classroom structure? Mar-17 at 12:18:24 pm

TulaneSamR -> Jackie

Hi Jackie - one great thing about Tulane is our small student to professor ratio, which translates to
small class sizes and individualized attention with professors and other staff members. It also
allows you to get to know your professors in both a professional and personal sense. Feel free to
reach out to some of our Green Wave Ambassadors to ask about their experiences in the
classroom: https://tulane.welcometocollege.com/ ;Mar-17 at 12:22:58 pm

Ada -> TulaneJill

Hello! I was wondering, what sorts of community service opportunities does Tulane offer to
connect with the greater New Orleans community? Mar-17 at 12:09:27 pm

TulaneJill -> Ada

Ada, there are lots of service opportunities through Tulane. We require public service for
graduation and we have an entire office dedicated to this called the Center for Public Service. We
have student leaders that work in CPS called the Community Engagement Advocates that prepare
students for engaging in service in the New Orleans community and what it means to come from a
place of privilege and humility while working with New Orleans community members. It is
important to remember it is a mutually beneficial experience. Our students always tell us that
public service was the most impactful part of their college experience. You can find more
information here: https://cps.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:23:13 pm

peyton.r -> TulaneCorinne

hi! I’m a PA high school student looking to go to college out of state, what makes tulane’s
location special? Mar-17 at 12:02:21 pm

TulaneCorinne -> peyton.r

Peyton, New Orleans is a truly magical place!!! I actually grew up in the Philly suburbs and knew
I wanted to get out of state (and out of the northeast, if we're being honest). Tulane and New
Orleans are a good combo: it's pretty rare to both have green space (like our quads that host
Crawfest) and also be in a city. Being in a place like New Orleans means having amazing
resources of a city with fewer people vying for them, the comfort of knowing there's a place for
everyone, a full social calendar at amazing restaurants, festivals, parks, etc... you get the idea.
There's no place like it! Mar-17 at 12:23:13 pm

Mar 17, 12:22:58

Mar 17, 12:23:13

Mar 17, 12:23:13

Mar 17, 12:23:22 Nate -> TulaneSierra
TulaneSierra -> Nate

How has Tulane responded to the coronavirus outbreak? Mar-17 at 12:21:52 pm
Nate, you can learn more about how we have responded by checking out our emergency
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preparedness and response team website

https://emergencyprep.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:23:22

pm
Catherine -> TulaneJeff

Hello! I am an international student for Fall of 2020. Will we take online courses due to the effect
of virus? Mar-17 at 12:13:01 pm

TulaneJeff -> Catherine

That remains to be seen. Hopefully, we will be back up and running. But all depends on how
much cases of the virus start to slow. Mar-17 at 12:23:26 pm

Lindsay -> TulaneAngel

What is the average class size at Tulane? Are classes more oriented around tests or projects and
papers? Mar-17 at 12:18:34 pm

TulaneAngel -> Lindsay

Lindsay, average class size is about 22 students. Depending on the class will depend on the
orientation of it - everything varies Mar-17 at 12:23:42 pm

Mar 17, 12:23:26

Mar 17, 12:23:42

Alexandra -> TulaneJeff
Mar 17, 12:24:04
TulaneJeff -> Alexandra

Olivia -> TulaneAidan

What criteria is taken into consideration for admission into the Honors College? Mar-17 at 12:13:35
pm

It's heavily based on the raw numbers- so your academic grades and your test scores. Mar-17 at
12:24:04 pm

Prior to deciding to apply, I did a lot of research online, and feel that Tulane would be a great fit
for me. However, I have not yet had a chance to visit. Other than the virtual tours, what can I do to
discover the "essence of Tulane" if I am unable to visit before having to declare? Mar-17 at 12:13:19
pm

Mar 17, 12:24:11
TulaneAidan -> Olivia

Hi Olivia! Starting with chat's like these is a great way to learn more about Tulane. If you haven't
already, I'd check out this link: https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down.
Additionally be on the look out for other material we'll be sending out over the next few
weeks! Mar-17 at 12:24:11 pm

Audrey -> TulaneSamR

I got an email about counselors coming to the Chicago area in April and I signed up for one of
those sessions. Are those still on? I assume not, but I haven't received any confirmation of
that. Mar-17 at 12:16:54 pm

Mar 17, 12:24:15
TulaneSamR -> Audrey

Hi Audrey - unfortunately, we have had to cancel our in person events. If you have questions
about Tulane or the application process, feel free to reach out to Keith Stanford, our regional
representative for the Midwest: https://admission.tulane.edu/meet-us/keith-stanford ;Mar-17 at
12:24:15 pm

Mar 17, 12:24:47

Elizabeth -> TulaneSierra

So even though subject tests are optional, are students more likely to get into Tulane if they have
done them? Mar-17 at 12:23:57 pm

TulaneSierra -> Elizabeth

No, a subject test does not make a significant impact on admission Mar-17 at 12:24:47 pm

Mar 17, 12:24:53 L.Hicks -> TulaneJeff

I currently attend an IB school in Delaware, should I score well on my tests would I get credit for
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taking those courses now? Mar-17 at 12:14:32 pm
TulaneJeff -> L.Hicks

Yes, we generally award credit for a 6 or above on the HL tests. Mar-17 at 12:24:53 pm

karen -> TulaneJill

With my daughter admitted as a spring scholar, what options does Tulane consider in light of
study abroad and covid? Mar-17 at 12:13:27 pm

Mar 17, 12:25:30
TulaneJill -> karen

karen, we encourage Spring Scholars to apply for the abroad programs they are interested in while
we monitor the situation. Nothing has been cancelled for the Fall as of now. That being said, we
recommend that students have options close to home. They can attend other colleges and
universities as a visiting student. They can work with us over the summer on transfer credit
evaluations. They will receive more information on that process after May 1st. Mar-17 at 12:25:30
pm

Mar 17, 12:26:11

Lindsay -> TulaneAidan

Could you please tell us about the digital media and journalism programs? Mar-17 at 12:07:47 pm

TulaneAidan -> Lindsay

Hey Lindsay! I was a Digital Media major at Tulane and can tell you that it was a fantastic
program. We focused on all aspects of film and television (editing, directing, producing, audio,
you name it we did it). Additionally I majored in English which helped me take more journalism
like courses and get involved with our student paper, the Hullabaloo! Mar-17 at 12:26:11 pm

Skye -> TulaneJeff

Hi, it has been a long time that I haven't joined in the WhatsApp or Wechat Group for
international students after I filled the form on the email. I have asked Nora for help twice, but
didn't get any reply.😭 Mar-17 at 12:16:33 pm

Mar 17, 12:26:45
TulaneJeff -> Skye

Mar 17, 12:27:02

Let me check directly with her! We are slammed busy right now but will get to it ASAP. Mar-17 at
12:26:45 pm

Kelley -> TulaneSierra

What percentage of students graduate in four years? Mar-17 at 12:23:40 pm

TulaneSierra -> Kelley

mid 80s% Mar-17 at 12:27:02 pm

MicKeef23 -> TulaneSamR

What unique academic/extracurricular opportunities does Tulane have to offer that other
universities do not? Mar-17 at 12:09:30 pm

TulaneSamR -> MicKeef23

One of my personal favorites is The Tulane Service Dog Training and Education Program (aka
TUSTEP): https://tustep.tulane.edu/. You can also find a complete list of student organizations
on campus here: https://lbc.tulane.edu/student-organizations. One thing that certainly
distinguishes Tulane from our peers is our commitment to public service:
https://cps.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:27:20 pm

Mar 17, 12:27:20

Mar 17, 12:27:32 Sara -> TulaneAngel

Hello! My name is Sara and I'm admitted to Tulane! I am super interested in pursuing musical
theatre/theatre as a career. What is the difference between the musical theatre and theatre
programs at Tulane (what are the training and performance opportunities every year)? Also, what
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is the flexibility with minors/double majoring when in the theatre or musical theatre program?
Thanks! Mar-17 at 12:07:44 pm

TulaneAngel -> Sara

Musical Theater falls under the department of Music and not theater - the difference is in the
curriculum which you can look up on their websites:
https://liberalarts.tulane.edu/departments/music/academics/undergrad/bfa-musical-theatre and
https://liberalarts.tulane.edu/departments/theatre-dance/programs/undergraduate/theatre. There is a
minor in theater, but not musical theater and there are audition processes, so you will have to
connect with your major advisors to make sure you know which classes you need to take.
However, overall its fairly flexible Mar-17 at 12:27:32 pm

peyton.r -> TulaneCorinne

Does anyone have experience as a student athlete at Tulane? How did that affect your college
experience? Mar-17 at 12:04:58 pm

TulaneCorinne -> peyton.r

Peyton, I sure don't have any expereince as a student athlete, but my brother is on the track & field
team at Tulane! As I understand the experience compared to other institutions, athletes at TU are
able to live well-rounded lives and have access to world-renowned academic resources, all while
getting exposure as a D1 varsity athlete. I definitely encourage anyone interested in athletics to
reach out directly to the coaching staff - they are amazing resources and happy to help!
https://tulanegreenwave.com/ ;Mar-17 at 12:27:38 pm

Justin -> TulaneJeff

Hi, I was signed up for the Campus Preview Day on April 17th and the last email I received about
its status stated that it had not yet been cancelled. Has the status changed? Mar-17 at 12:18:56 pm

TulaneJeff -> Justin

Justin, we have cancelled all events before April 15th. Right now, that event is still on but it's
definitely got a high potential to be cancelled. Stay tuned, we'll keep you posted as soon as we
know. Mar-17 at 12:27:42 pm

kate_s -> TulaneSierra

hi! i was wondering what help/opportunities tulane offers regarding getting internships in the new
orleans area? Mar-17 at 12:25:11 pm

Mar 17, 12:27:38

Mar 17, 12:27:42

Mar 17, 12:28:17
TulaneSierra -> kate_s

at 12:28:16 pm

Jdermond -> TulaneAidan

What is student life like on campus and what are the ways you work toward fostering a strong
community? Thank you for this chat and opportunity to have our questions answered considering
the current situation. Mar-17 at 12:14:03 pm

TulaneAidan -> Jdermond

Hey there! Tuane has always been a strong community and really felt like a home for our students.
We offer over 150+ different clubs and organizations which helps create a whole campus
environment that other schools can sometimes lack. Mar-17 at 12:28:23 pm

Max_shilstone -> TulaneJill

What is your graduation rate for those who take engineering as a major and how those Tulane help
with those students find a job after college based off of their specific major. Mar-17 at 12:15:07 pm

Mar 17, 12:28:23

Mar 17, 12:28:48

Our career center is great for helping students find local , national, and global internships! Mar-17
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Mar 17, 12:28:57

TulaneJill -> Max_shilstone

Max, we do not report specific graduation rates for specific majors as all of our undergraduate
students graduate from Newcomb-Tulane College. Our overall six year graduation rate is
somewhere north of 85% or so. As for finding jobs, every student gets an academic/career advisor
their freshmen year. They will help you decide majors, pick classes, identify internships, build
your resume, and job placement upon graduation. You can find out more about what career
services we offer here: https://hiretulanegrads.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:28:48 pm

Marni_C -> TulaneSamR

Hi! How well are students able to individualize their classes to their interests? Mar-17 at 12:25:59 pm

TulaneSamR -> Marni_C

Great question, Marni! One of the best things about Tulane is how flexible our academics are you can take classes across all five of our undergraduate schools, no matter what your declared
major is! It's also very common for our students to double major or have at least one minor - so
the short answer to your question is: it's super easy to customize your schedule! Mar-17 at 12:28:57
pm

Suzy -> TulaneSierra

Some of the funds that I received are loans. I was wondering what are the terms and conditions of
these loans? Mar-17 at 12:27:04 pm

TulaneSierra -> Suzy

Any questions pertaining to loans are questions for your financial aid counselor. You can find your
financial aid counselor here https://financialaid.tulane.edu/meetus/counselors/undergraduate ;Mar-17 at 12:29:02 pm

Olivia -> TulaneJill

The one-on-one chat with current Tulane students has been disabled on your website. Any chance
that it will come back online? I feel that it would be helpful to chat with current students as well
as admissions staff. Many thanks! Mar-17 at 12:16:56 pm

Mar 17, 12:29:02

Mar 17, 12:29:25
TulaneJill -> Olivia

Hi Olivia! Yes, we are hoping to get that back online soon. Please check back with us next week.
For now, our current students are answering questions by email at interns@tulane.edu. Mar-17 at
12:29:25 pm

Acadia -> TulaneRula

Are many classes taught by teacher assistants? If so, is it easy to get help when you need it in
classes? Mar-17 at 12:19:20 pm

TulaneRula -> Acadia

Hi Acadia, most classes at Tulane, over 95% are taught by an instructor with a terminal degree in
their field. Students have a variety of resources for students as can be found here:
https://success.tulane.edu/altc at our Academic Learning and Tutoring Center as well as
https://college.tulane.edu/support and https://college.tulane.edu/support/academic-equity
academic equity with support such as success coaches as well! Mar-17 at 12:29:31 pm

Alec -> TulaneAidan

Hello, my name is Alec from Pennsylvania. I am very interested in Greek Life, and was
wondering if that is prominent here at Tulane. Mar-17 at 12:14:26 pm

Mar 17, 12:29:31

Mar 17, 12:29:31

TulaneAidan -> Alec

Hey Alec! Greek life is offered at Tulane, but not all encompassing. I'd say only 40% of our
students end up joining greek life, which makes it not too overwhelming if that isn't something
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you see yourself doing. Mar-17 at 12:29:31 pm
Isha -> TulaneAngel

I have received a scholarship from Tulane but is there any way I can apply for financial aid based
on my final result? Mar-17 at 12:09:53 pm

TulaneAngel -> Isha

You should apply with the FAFSA and CSS Profile if you have not done so for need based aid. We
want to make sure to give you an accurate total financial aid package. If it is a full tuition
scholarship then there is a possibility that you won't get a lot of financial aid, but if its a partial
scholarship then definitely go for it! Mar-17 at 12:29:35 pm

Sara_Marks -> TulaneCorinne

When I visited Tulane, I really liked the community service aspect. What are some options each of
us students will have when attending? Mar-17 at 12:06:48 pm

TulaneCorinne -> Sara_Marks

Sara, my friend there are zillions of ways to get involved in service! It's actually a requirement to
graduate from Tulane, so there are two tiers of service-learning that all students complete. Our
Center for Public Service (CPS) is the hub for community engagement and has 300+ connections
in New Orleans alone that past students have worked on, and this number is growing actively.
Since all students do service, there are opportunities in all of our 5 undergrauate schools and 75+
majors/minors. We have nine local hospitals, a growing tech sector we lovingly call "the silicon
bayou," tons of movies/TV shows filmed here (22 Jump Street, American Horror Story, NCIS:
New Orleans, etc), many public and private law opportunities, businesses of all sizes, I could go
on. I fully trust that CPS will have opportunities that pique your interest. You can learn more here:
https://cps.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:30:39 pm

Mar 17, 12:29:35

Mar 17, 12:30:39

Kayla -> TulaneJeff

I am very interested in the environment, and I was wondering what steps Tulane is taking to
increase sustainability on campus. Is there a way students can get involved with this? Mar-17 at
12:23:30 pm

TulaneJeff -> Kayla

Heck yeah! So many opportunities, especially given our location on the Gulf Coast. From
different majors and clubs, you'll be able to be involved in all things related to the environment.
One academic example: https://architecture.tulane.edu/academics/real-estate/msred and one
social/club example: https://www.nola.com/gambit/news/the_latest/article_b8503ebc-4cff11ea-8a02-dbaf5a2b4584.html
Also, check out our Bywater Institute: https://bywater.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:30:41 pm

Kelley -> TulaneSamR

If I do not take the ACT because the rescheduled date is a conflict for me, will that hamper my
admission to Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:27:44 pm

TulaneSamR -> Kelley

Hi Kelley - we know that there are a lot of things out of your control right now, including the
ability to take standardized tests. In order to be considered for admission to Tulane, we will still
need at least one test score (either SAT or ACT). If you have concerns, please feel free to reach
out to the Tulane representative assigned to your area of the country:
https://admission.tulane.edu/meet-us ;Mar-17 at 12:30:42 pm

Mar 17, 12:30:41

Mar 17, 12:30:42
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Mar 17, 12:30:50 Isha -> TulaneAngel

TulaneAngel -> Isha

Take a look at this website: https://liberalarts.tulane.edu/departments/theatredance/programs/undergraduate/dance ;Mar-17 at 12:30:50 pm

Christopher -> TulaneSierra

Good Afternoon! I am a high school senior hoping to attend Tulane next fall and I was wondering
about major changes at Tulane as a student and how that may/may not affect graduating on time as
a senior at Tulane. Mar-17 at 12:23:38 pm

TulaneSierra -> Christopher

Students change their majors all the time, and still graduate in 4 yrs. You will have an academic
advisor to work with you so that you stay on track for a 4 yr graduation
https://advising.tulane.edu/exploratory-advising/deciding-major ;Mar-17 at 12:31:23 pm

Mar 17, 12:31:23

Claire -> TulaneJill

Can you talk a little bit about greek life - I know it is a big part of the culture on campus. Mar-17 at
12:19:30 pm

TulaneJill -> Claire

Claire, Greek life on campus is what students make of it. We are not a traditional Southern or SEC
school in that we do not do recruitment until second semester. That way, students can make
friends, join clubs, get settled academically and otherwise before going through recruitment.
Greek life is an additional to our very vibrant student life. Around 40-50% of our students on
campus are involved in Greek Life and they will tell you it is what you make out of it, meaning
you can be as involved as you would like based on what other commitments you have going
on. Mar-17 at 12:31:44 pm

Alyssa -> TulaneAidan

Hi! I'm a junior and thinking about majoring in history and/or education. Can you explain a little
bit more about doubling majors? Mar-17 at 12:16:57 pm

TulaneAidan -> Alyssa

Hey Alyssa! For your fields of interest, you'd most likely go down a 5 year teacher certificate
track that we offer. Since we don't offer education as a major in itself, we prepare our students for
careers in the field and have seen amazing returns in terms of producing quality teachers. For you,
you'd major in history (graduate in 4 years) and also take the education courses at the same time.
That 5th year would be your field work, where you're getting paid as a teacher and finish up your
certificate. Mar-17 at 12:31:58 pm

Sara -> TulaneAngel

What's the difference between the Theatre and Musical Theatre majors? Mar-17 at 12:27:38 pm

Mar 17, 12:31:45

Mar 17, 12:31:58

Mar 17, 12:32:05

I also wanted to ask regarding the dance course as a minor. Could I please be given more
information on that? Mar-17 at 12:21:05 pm

TulaneAngel -> Sara

The difference is in the curriculum - take a look here:
https://liberalarts.tulane.edu/departments/theatre-dance/programs/undergraduate/theatre and
https://catalog.tulane.edu/liberal-arts/music/musical-theatre-bfa/
Musical Theater is in the department of music and theater is in its own department Mar-17 at
12:32:04 pm

Mar 17, 12:32:27 maxlasd1 -> TulaneSierra

My high school has a college fair planned in May. I was hoping to talk to a Tulane representative.
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Are those still going forward as of right now? Mar-17 at 12:29:45 pm
TulaneSierra -> maxlasd1

Hailey -> TulaneJill
Mar 17, 12:32:34

If your high school cancels the fair no colleges/univ will be in attendance. I would advise you
reach out to your admission counselor to see if they are still attending, Mar-17 at 12:32:27 pm
Hi, do in state students have a better chance of being admitted than out of state students? Mar-17 at
12:22:01 pm

TulaneJill -> Hailey

Hi Hailey, we are a private school so we have no preferential treatment for in-state vs. out-of-state
students. All students that apply are considered equally in our admission process no matter where
they are from Mar-17 at 12:32:34 pm

kate_s -> TulaneJeff

i was admitted to the honors program and was planning on going to the honors weekend to help
make up my mind regarding college decisions, how do y’all recommend my family and i get a
feel for the school without actually visiting? Mar-17 at 12:29:36 pm

Mar 17, 12:32:52
TulaneJeff -> kate_s

Hey Kate! We're bummed about Honors Weekend too. We will have many different virtual events
coming up and this page will be the one-stop-shop for all things virtual
https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down
Join as many of our chats and virtual events as possible - we have many coming up! Mar-17 at
12:32:52 pm

Mar 17, 12:32:59

Alyssa -> TulaneSamR

Can you talk about your education programs? Mar-17 at 12:26:34 pm

TulaneSamR -> Alyssa

Our Early Childhood Education major is offered as a coordinate major with psychology - meaning
you will need to study both areas during your time at Tulane. More info here:
https://sse.tulane.edu/node/3408 ;Mar-17 at 12:32:59 pm

Sara_Marks -> TulaneAidan

Do the teachers make themselves readily available to students through office hours and help
sessions? Mar-17 at 12:18:34 pm

TulaneAidan -> Sara_Marks

Hey Sara! All Professors offer office hours to students and are always willing to help in any way
they can. Additionally we have an excellent tutoring center on campus that has student tutors that
have taken that course before who can help as well. Mar-17 at 12:33:03 pm

Dani -> TulaneJeff

This isn't about Tulane in particular, but will you keeping the the questions/responses from this
chat available for review later? Thanks! Mar-17 at 12:30:24 pm

TulaneJeff -> Dani

yes, we will share a transcript and post on line in the coming few days. Mar-17 at 12:33:16 pm

Alexandra -> TulaneRula

How late are the libraries open on campus? Mar-17 at 12:20:21 pm

TulaneRula -> Alexandra

You can learn about our libraries here! https://tulane.edu/academics/libraries and check out this
page for virtual tours: https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down ;Mar-17 at 12:33:23

Mar 17, 12:33:03

Mar 17, 12:33:16

Mar 17, 12:33:23

pm
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Mar 17, 12:33:25 sig -> TulaneAngel

TulaneAngel -> sig

Hi Shah - Tulane loves helping students find internships as there are many cool ones out there please look here for more info and types of internships we offer:
https://hiretulane.tulane.edu/career-advising/find-internships ;Mar-17 at 12:33:25 pm

Suzy -> TulaneSierra

I have been awarded some amount of the "Tulane Scholarship" and it informed me that the status
bar is "offered". How can I change the status to "accepted"? Mar-17 at 12:25:42 pm

TulaneSierra -> Suzy

In your Gibson Portal/Financial Aid tab, you should be able to see an option to accept
scholarships. You can also reach out to your financial aid counselor so they can guide you through
the portal for financial aid Mar-17 at 12:34:00 pm

Sophie_McCauley -> TulaneAidan

how would compare the New Orleans environment to other cities? What makes TU different in
that respect? Mar-17 at 12:21:41 pm

TulaneAidan -> Sophie_McCauley

Hi Sophie. In my opinion, it's no comparable to anywhere else. I've been lucky enough to live in
places like Miami, NYC and LA, and well they're all great, none of them come close to the feel
that you get in NOLA. The people, food, culture, NOLA has it all and I hope you get a chance to
see it for yourself in the near future. Mar-17 at 12:34:28 pm

Marni_C -> TulaneJeff

Hi, I took the ACT in February, but I did not take the writing section. Should I take it next
time? Mar-17 at 12:33:19 pm

TulaneJeff -> Marni_C

Nope, we don't even look at it. Rejoice! Mar-17 at 12:34:33 pm

BDTarbel -> TulaneCorinne

How are students admitted to the Honors program? Mar-17 at 12:08:20 pm

TulaneCorinne -> BDTarbel

BDTarbel, great question! As soon as a student applies, we will automaticaclly make admission,
scholarship (this year up to $30k/year), and Honors invitation decisions in committee. This means
that there is no additional application to our Honors Program since we typically invite the top 10%
of our applicant pool based on their high school academic performance (looking at both transcript
and test scores). You can learn more about the benefits of our Honors Program here:
https://honors.tulane.edu/content/program-overview ;Mar-17 at 12:34:48 pm

Lisa -> TulaneJill

Do you expect the trend to continue toward admitting more Spring Scholars or sophomore year
starts? Mar-17 at 12:26:13 pm

Mar 17, 12:34:00

Mar 17, 12:34:28

Mar 17, 12:34:33

Mar 17, 12:34:48

Mar 17, 12:34:51

Hello! My name is Shah. Could you please tell me more about the internship opportunities
available as an undergraduate student ar Tulane? I am waiting for my decision and will hopefully
commit to Tulane for the fall if I am admitted! Mar-17 at 12:29:48 pm

TulaneJill -> Lisa

Lisa, our admission rate for Spring Scholars actually went down this past year. It is a competitive
program for students very interested in Tulane. We are lucky that students are very interested in
attending Tulane, but unlucky in that our space and class size does not always allow us to admit
every student that could be a good fit for Tulane their freshman year. That is why we offer Spring
Scholars and Guaranteed Transfer as an option for students to attend Tulane at a later point.
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Neither of these programs are binding. The trend would only continue if we continue to see more
applications of more qualified and interested students, which at this point in the world we are
living in, it is tough to predict any trends right now :) Mar-17 at 12:34:51 pm

Mar 17, 12:34:57

Mar 17, 12:34:58

Mar 17, 12:35:53

Levi -> TulaneSamR

What kind of student fits in at your school? Mar-17 at 12:31:42 pm

TulaneSamR -> Levi

An excellent question, Levi! Students who thrive at Tulane tend to be very willing to venture
outside their comfort zones, are dedicated to public service in a meaningful way, and have
multiple academic interests that they want to pursue during their time here. Mar-17 at 12:34:57 pm

MilesR -> TulaneRula

Does Tulane offer online tours of the school and dorms? Mar-17 at 12:24:58 pm

TulaneRula -> MilesR

Hello Miles, Tulane does offer online tours, we have a whole website dedicated to showing you
and and having you learn more about Tulane no matter where you are
https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down and stay tuned as we have more virtual
events this spring! Mar-17 at 12:34:58 pm

Tanner -> TulaneAidan

What AP scores are accepted at TU to receive credit? Mar-17 at 12:26:52 pm

TulaneAidan -> Tanner

Hi Tanner. We accept 4s and 5s for AP exams! Mar-17 at 12:35:53 pm

Catherine -> TulaneSierra

Hi, question again, what is Tulane's policies on double major? I love painting every much and I
am interest in exploring in Art majors. at the same time I wish I can learn economics. will that be
possible? Mar-17 at 12:34:07 pm

TulaneSierra -> Catherine

Yes, double majors is something we see about 28% of our students doing. You can double major
across the 5 schools or within the same school Mar-17 at 12:36:16 pm

Jason -> TulaneAngel

Hello. I am a high school junior interested in potential pre health opportunities offered at your
college. Do you have any internship or research opportunities available for undergraduates? If so,
can you give some examples of internships your students can partake in? Also, do you offer any
merit based scholarships? Mar-17 at 11:34:12 am

TulaneAngel -> Jason

Jason, Yes, there are many based on the department you would like to do it in. A lot of students
think that they cannot do research in freshman year - not true! You have to be a bit proactive and
reach out directly to your professors so that they know you are interested in being apart of their
research projects/labs.For examples, I would recommend reaching out to students themselves look here and filter for current students involved in pre-med:
https://tulane.welcometocollege.com/
Yes we do offer merit scholarships - look here: https://admission.tulane.edu/tuition-aid/meritscholarships ;Mar-17 at 12:37:08 pm

Mar 17, 12:36:17

Mar 17, 12:37:08

Mar 17, 12:37:12

anitabhoff -> TulaneSierra

Hi! Do you require the essay for the SAT? I haven't had a chance to take it yet. Mar-17 at 12:35:51
pm
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TulaneSierra -> anitabhoff

No we do not require the essay for the SAT, see more about how we use scores here
https://admission.tulane.edu/apply/instructions/standardized-tests ;Mar-17 at 12:37:12 pm

Leanne -> TulaneRula

Hello. I am a junior as well and was wondering when is a good time to start applying for the
2021/2022 school year if i am also interested in playing a college sport? Mar-17 at 12:25:21 pm

TulaneRula -> Leanne

Hello Leanne, the Common Application opens on August 1 and you can learn about it here as well
as our process and planning:https://admission.tulane.edu/apply/getting-into-tulane/tips-forjuniors Mar-17 at 12:37:30 pm

Mar 17, 12:37:30

Lindsay -> TulaneJill

How prevalent is greek life on campus? What percentage of students participate? Mar-17 at 12:29:44
pm

TulaneJill -> Lindsay

Lindsay, around 40-50% of students are in Greek life and that percentage is higher for women
than men. Greek life is what you make of it! We only do recruitment in the Spring semester, so
during the Fall semester new students can get acclimated academically and socially, join clubs and
organizations, and then decide if they want to add Greek life. Students can be as involved as they
would like. Mar-17 at 12:37:40 pm

Sara_Marks -> TulaneAidan

How hard is the transition from high school to college? What were some challenges that you
experienced? Mar-17 at 12:19:54 pm

TulaneAidan -> Sara_Marks

Hey Sara! Not going to lie, ti can be a bit of a tough transition at first. For me, being 900+ miles
away from my family for the first time wasn't easy, but thanks to the great people and culture at
Tulane, I found myself quickly embracing Tulane as my new home. My advise is just to try out
new clubs and activities! Ultimate Frisbee and Improv were ways in which I found myself
here. Mar-17 at 12:37:57 pm

Mar 17, 12:37:40

Mar 17, 12:37:57

Marni_C -> TulaneCorinne

Mar 17, 12:38:27
TulaneCorinne -> Marni_C

Hi, I'm Marni from Westchester. If schools are cancelled, will there still be college fairs? Mar-17 at
12:08:52 pm

Marni, hello!!! I used to recruit in Westchester and as chaotic as that County Center got, I know
there were always some good questions answered there. While we cannot say for certain what
other organizations (like the Westchester-Putnam College Conferences) will do, I do know that
our office is accessible whether students are able to go to those college fairs or not. You can
always reach out to us (https://admission.tulane.edu/meet-us) and check out our virtual events
(https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down). We're more than happy to help! Mar-17 at
12:38:27 pm

Mar 17, 12:38:33 Nico -> TulaneJeff

Hello, my name is Nicolas Camacho, I'm from Riverside Ct, and I first want to thank you guys so
much for having this chat session. I know Tulane is very big with its study abroad program,
sending students across the world and experiencing different cultures and backgrounds. I was
wondering for the study abroad program if there are any specific majors or minors at Tulane that
require you to go and study abroad? Mar-17 at 12:34:32 pm
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Mar 17, 12:38:53

TulaneJeff -> Nico

Hey Nico! Hope you are hanging in there in CT. This past year, we were ranked in the top 20 for
most active study abroad program for any college or university in the USA. I personally went
abroad twice- once in Asia and oe summer I studied African Diaspora Studies and Caribbean Art
History at the University of the West Indies in Trinidad and Tobago. if that doesn't show you how
broad our options are, nothing will! Any major or minor can study abroad and around 50% of our
students will take at least one abroad experience (summer, school year, semester or break)
abroad. Mar-17 at 12:38:33 pm

Jessica -> TulaneAngel

What internship opportunities are available to premed students at Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:31:48 pm

TulaneAngel -> Jessica

Jessica, there are many based on the department you would like to do it in. A lot of students think
that they cannot do research in freshman year - not true! You have to be a bit proactive and reach
out directly to your professors so that they know you are interested in being apart of their research
projects/labs. For examples of different types of pre-med experiences, I would recommend
reaching out to students themselves - look here and filter for current students involved in pre-med:
https://tulane.welcometocollege.com/ and take a look here: https://advising.tulane.edu/prehealth ;Mar-17 at 12:38:53 pm

Justin -> TulaneAidan

I was hoping to sit in on a class when I visited campus, will there be any way to do that virtually
now? Mar-17 at 12:25:10 pm

TulaneAidan -> Justin

Hey Justin! We won't be having virtual class sit ins as of now, but the Deans of all 5 colleges will
be holding info sessions soon so be on the look out for those! Mar-17 at 12:39:05 pm

Sona -> TulaneSierra

What dorm are freshman usually placed in? Mar-17 at 12:36:39 pm

TulaneSierra -> Sona

First year living is: Monroe, Sharp, Butler, Wall, JL, Warren and Patterson
https://housing.tulane.edu/housing-options/our-communities ;Mar-17 at 12:39:07 pm

caroline_G -> TulaneSamR

Uber-specific question: What if a student is completely undecided between engineering,
architecture and History? how do they apply to Tulane and what are the first year options to help
with a decision? Mar-17 at 12:35:57 pm

TulaneSamR -> caroline_G

Hi Caroline! This is actually a great question - when you apply to Tulane, you are applying to the
University as a whole, not to one specific school. It's totally okay to mark "undecided" on your
application - we don't have a limit to how many students we can accept into each school. I
recommend trying out classes in lots of different areas during your first couple of semesters so
that you can settle on a major by the end of your sophomore year. Mar-17 at 12:39:07 pm

Mar 17, 12:39:06

Mar 17, 12:39:07

Mar 17, 12:39:07

Mar 17, 12:39:13

Skye -> TulaneJill
TulaneJill -> Skye

Hi, I have a question about how to get credits from AP exams and summer school. Mar-17 at
12:30:34 pm

Skye, you can find the list of AP courses here: https://admission.tulane.edu/academics/earningcollege-credit/ap-ib-exams. As for summer courses, if you enroll at Tulane you would work with
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your academic advisor on transferring those. Mar-17 at 12:39:13 pm
Mar 17, 12:39:20

Camryn -> TulaneAngel

I am interested in dance at Tulane but not sure if I would want to major in it. Do you have to be a
dance major in order to audition/ be in the Newcomb Dance Company? Mar-17 at 12:34:53 pm

TulaneAngel -> Camryn

Short answer Camryn, nope, not...at...all Mar-17 at 12:39:20 pm

Alexandra -> TulaneRula

Approximately how many intramural sports are there, and what percentage of students
participate? Mar-17 at 12:32:41 pm

TulaneRula -> Alexandra

Hello Alexandra, you can learn about intramural sports here
https://campusrecreation.tulane.edu/intramurals and reach out to my colleague Aidan as he used to
play Ultimate Frisbee! Mar-17 at 12:39:22 pm

kate_s -> TulaneSierra

if i submit my enrollment deposit pretty close to the deadline (thinking end of april for me), will
that hinder me when applying to RLCs? Mar-17 at 12:36:58 pm

TulaneSierra -> kate_s

First yr housing app including RLC's opened March 2 and will close May 8. Mar-17 at 12:40:10 pm

Ashlyn -> TulaneAidan

Hello! My name is Ashlyn Krow and I'm a junior in high school. How would you describe the
culture at Tulane, especially for new freshmen? Mar-17 at 12:15:49 pm

TulaneAidan -> Ashlyn

Hi Ashlyn! The word I use to describe the culture of Tulane is camaraderie. This school feels like
a real home for our students and one in which they can be themselves and be accepted for who
they are. Mar-17 at 12:40:40 pm

Maia -> TulaneAngel

Hi! I'm Maia Gordon, a junior from Portland, OR, and I am really interested in applying to Tulane
for Fall of 2021. I am also really interested in pre-med, and I was wondering if I visit is there any
way to see any of the pre-med program/classes surrounding medicine? Mar-17 at 12:24:31 pm

Mar 17, 12:39:22

Mar 17, 12:40:10

Mar 17, 12:40:40

Mar 17, 12:40:51
TulaneAngel -> Maia

Hi Maia, hopefully when all this stuff blows over then you are more than welcome to sit in on a
lab or class! For now look here: https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down ;Mar-17 at
12:40:51 pm

MicKeef23 -> TulaneSamR

What would be the best time of year to visit Tulane University to get a good idea of campus
life? Mar-17 at 12:38:23 pm

TulaneSamR -> MicKeef23

Any time when classes are in session! The best times in terms of weather are definitely April,
October, and November. But to be honest, weather in New Orleans is always awesome so just
really any time there are students on campus going about their daily lives :) Mar-17 at 12:41:26 pm

Mar 17, 12:41:26

Mar 17, 12:41:33

kate_s -> TulaneJeff
TulaneJeff -> kate_s

what do you think makes tulane a better investment than a cheaper state school? Mar-17 at 12:36:04
pm

We get that question a lot, Kate. The overall experience you'll get at a state school is pretty
different than a very well-resourced private research university of our size. Here's a few examples-
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at Tulane, you are admitted into any school or major you want, once you are accepted. So, we
have room in any major you want to accommodate you, whereas at some state schools, the majors
are limited to some students or they are "impacted" which means you cannot take classes outside
of your major. Top that off- our average class size is just over 20 and our student to faculty ratio is
9-1. The intimacy you'll find here is remarkable- but we still get the benefits of the big schoolsDI sports, med school/law school etc. Mar-17 at 12:41:33 pm
Isabelle -> TulaneSierra

Hi! How is the professor/student relationship at Tulane? I know that some schools pay for a
student to have lunch with a professor of their choosing each semester. Is there anything like this
at Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:34:32 pm

TulaneSierra -> Isabelle

We have a 8:1 student to faculty ratio, and many students talk about how interacting and engaging
the faculty are in their classes. With an avg class size of 22 we are able to establish relationships
with faculty/professors. Mar-17 at 12:41:43 pm

Scott -> TulaneJill

Hi. My daughter has been accepted for spring & was considering doing the fall in Rome. If that is
not available is there any contingency plan in place for spring scholars? Mar-17 at 12:35:38 pm

Mar 17, 12:41:43

Mar 17, 12:41:46
TulaneJill -> Scott

Scott, we are closely monitoring the situation with our abroad partners. We encourage students to
continue to continue to apply to the programs until we hear otherwise. As for other plans, students
are encouraged to make back-up plans for staying closer to home (which has always been an
option, but the onus is on the student to arrange it). Students can enroll as a visiting student at
other colleges or universities and we will work with them on transferring credits over the summer.
They will find out more information on the transfer credit process after May 1st. Mar-17 at 12:41:46
pm

Dani -> TulaneAngel
Mar 17, 12:42:04
TulaneAngel -> Dani

Hello! I am extremely passionate about singing and playing the piano, and I would absolutely
LOVE to continue both in college. Will I be able to maintain voice and piano lessons and have
access to adequate practice spaces? Thank you! Mar-17 at 12:13:31 pm
Dani, Yes! Student enrolled in lessons/classes in the arts have access to our 24/7 practice rooms.
You can connect with professors in both of those fields to schedule lessons as well. Mar-17 at
12:42:04 pm

Mar 17, 12:42:18

Isabelle -> TulaneCorinne
TulaneCorinne -> Isabelle

Hello! I'm so curious about the community at Tulane! Do you find that it's very supportive? Are
there any peer mentoring organizations? Mar-17 at 12:09:23 pm
Isabelle, the community here at TU is definitely supportive- in the classroom, on campus, out in
the city. We have amazing support resources in student affairs, Mussafer Hall our
academic/professional support hub, the Academic Learning & Tutoring Center, and more. There is
a peer mentoring program that any student can sign up for, as well as mentorship opportunities
through our TIDES freshman seminars, the Carolyn Barber-Pierre Center for Intercultural Life,
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Office of Gender & Sexual Diversity, Newcomb Institute for femme-identifying folks, and more.
We really look out for each other! Mar-17 at 12:42:18 pm
Alex -> TulaneSierra
Mar 17, 12:42:38

pm

TulaneSierra -> Alex

Alex, you can find info about Tulane and COVID-19 here https://tulane.edu/emergency ..In my
opinion all is good and nobody has gotten sick on campus. Mar-17 at 12:42:38 pm

Jessica -> TulaneJill

I have a question about transferring college credit to Tulane. I am currently taking CU Succeed
courses through the University of Colorado Denver, and I will be doing the same next year. I am
also planning to take some AP tests. How easy is it for students to transfer these credits, and how
do they influence the courses students take with their major? Mar-17 at 12:35:54 pm

TulaneJill -> Jessica

Jessica, you can find the AP courses we accept here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/academics/earning-college-credit/ap-ib-exams. As for college
courses, if you enroll at Tulane, you would work with an academic advisor on transferring those
courses. Your academic advisor would also help you in figuring out which core curriculum or
major requirements those courses fulfill. Mar-17 at 12:43:13 pm

Alexandra -> TulaneSamR

What type of security is in place in the dorms? Mar-17 at 12:35:08 pm

Mar 17, 12:43:13

Mar 17, 12:43:17

This is Alex from VA. Is everyone there ok? Has anyone at Tulane gotten sick? Mar-17 at 12:40:01

TulaneSamR -> Alexandra

Hi Alexandra - we have 24 hour security at the front desk of all of our dorm buildings, and
students have to use their Tulane ID's to enter all residential buildings. We also have our own on
campus police force, so we are always monitoring to make sure students are safe. Mar-17 at
12:43:17 pm

Jessa -> TulaneAidan

Mar 17, 12:43:20
TulaneAidan -> Jessa

What do you look for in applicants and what makes certain students stand out when
applying? Mar-17 at 12:31:32 pm
HI Jessa! We look for well rounded students when building an incoming class. We don't only want
either good grades or good test scores. We want students who will come to campus and make this
place even better than it was they year before. I always love it when a student has a real passion
that they've invested time and energy into (one of my students this past year was really into
knitting and started a knitting club where they made scarfs and blankets for a children's hospital.)
Additionally, the optional why Tulane statement is a big factor when reading an application. Mar17 at 12:43:20 pm

Mar 17, 12:43:58

Jessica -> TulaneRula
TulaneRula -> Jessica

Can you tell me about your merit based scholarships, and when to apply for them? Mar-17 at
12:27:20 pm

Hello Jessica, you can learn about our merit based scholarships here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/tuition-aid our full tuition scholarships are Dean Honors Scholarship
which is project based and our Paul Tulane Scholarship which is essay based, there are also partial
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scholarships such as our Community Service Fellowship one. Every student upon application is
considered for merit based scholarships, and DHS and Paul Tulane are by application. We will
also talk more about different programs through more events! Mar-17 at 12:43:58 pm
Brandon_Rosenberg -> TulaneAngel

Hi! my name is Brandon Rosenberg, from Seattle Washington. Because of the Coronavirus, I
won't have the chance to tour Tulane for the foreseeable future. Could you please tell me a little
bit about your Microbiology, Pre-med, and undergraduate research programs? Mar-17 at 12:13:33 pm

TulaneAngel -> Brandon_Rosenberg

Brandon, I would recommend looking here: https://advising.tulane.edu/pre-health.
Microbiology is a graduate level program at tulane, but you can do it through pre-med as an
undergrad. Look here for all the latest in research programs: https://tulane.edu/researchtulane ;Mar-17 at 12:44:07 pm

Mar 17, 12:44:07

Nit -> TulaneJill
Mar 17, 12:44:38
TulaneJill -> Nit

Hello! I was wondering if dual enrollment classes from a local community college transfer, Mar-17
at 12:41:34 pm

Nit, we will accept up to 15 credits in dual enrollment courses. You would work with an academic
advisor after you enroll at Tulane is you want them to transfer. You can find more on the dual
enrollment policies here: https://advising.tulane.edu/advising-center/transfer-credit ;Mar-17 at
12:44:38 pm

Nicky -> TulaneJeff

Hi, I was coming for a tour in April and now won't be able to do that. I was also set to meet a
representative on April 22 in Orange County, since I am from California. I was wondering what
the plan is regarding the meeting and/or tours.(Is there going to be a digital meeting?)
Thanks! Mar-17 at 12:36:25 pm

TulaneJeff -> Nicky

Nicky, so as of now all tours before April 15th are cancelled and we are going to asses things after
the 15th as we get closer. We will be adjusting that meeting on the 22nd to a virtual one so stay
tuned for details on where and when that will be. We'll be back on the road as soon as it's safe and
responsible to do so! Meantime, check out this page: https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cantmake-it-down ;Mar-17 at 12:44:46 pm

Nate -> TulaneRula

Does Tulane require ACT essay? And do you superscore ACT? Mar-17 at 12:24:16 pm

TulaneRula -> Nate

Hello Nate, Tulane does not require an ACT essay and we do not superscore the ACT, we allow
you to self-report your scores in the application process as well! Mar-17 at 12:45:19 pm

Nit -> TulaneAidan

Hi, I plan on double majoring in college, and I was interested in how many additional years or
courses would be required? Mar-17 at 12:40:27 pm

Mar 17, 12:44:46

Mar 17, 12:45:19

Mar 17, 12:45:35

TulaneAidan -> Nit

Hi Nit! I believe that with the help of one of our amazing academic advisers, you can do almost
any double major with any combo we offer in 4 years. All the courses needed for the major are
determined by the department and college themselves. I'd look around on our website and see for
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yourself the requirements that they ask of for each major:
https://admission.tulane.edu/academics/majors-minors ;Mar-17 at 12:45:34 pm
Brenda -> TulaneCorinne

Do you have any suggestions about wanting to be a student-athlete in college? I have not been
able to get into contact with the coach of my sport, and I am clueless about the recruitment
process. Mar-17 at 12:06:14 pm

TulaneCorinne -> Brenda

Brenda, I'm sorry to hear that- stress!! I encourage you to keep trying to get in touch with the
coaching staff for your team of interest (https://tulanegreenwave.com/), and know that we're here
to support you. We also have an athletics liaison in our office who may be able to point you in the
right direction: my good friend and Associate VP, Brad Booke (https://admission.tulane.edu/meetus/bradly-booke). Mar-17 at 12:45:51 pm

Nit -> TulaneAngel

Hello! I am interested in your honors program, are there any merit based scholarships associated
with it? Mar-17 at 12:27:12 pm

TulaneAngel -> Nit

Nit, not really as far as you getting in to Tulane - there are merit scholarships associated with your
admission into Tulane that come directly fromt he Office of Admission, not the Honors program.
Once you get into you junior and senior, however, there are plenty! Look here for more info:
https://honors.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:46:09 pm

Mar 17, 12:45:51

Mar 17, 12:46:09

Kelley -> TulaneJeff

Mar 17, 12:47:41

12:37:39 pm

TulaneJeff -> Kelley

Kelly, great question. We have many! Our average freshman comes from over 900 miles away to
attend Tulane, so we are pros at getting folks acclimated. The TIDEs program in particularclasses of 15 freshman who all meet once in a week in a class taught by one of our top faculty
members, usually on a very interesting topic (the Music and Culture of New Orleans TIDEs for
example gets to tour the various jazz clubs around town)
We also have an absolutely EPIC orientation. Your whole first semester here will be one huge
acclimatizing process and we at Tulane make it easy. Mar-17 at 12:47:13 pm

MicKeef23 -> TulaneAidan

What kind of intramural sports opportunities are offered at Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:39:21 pm

TulaneAidan -> MicKeef23

Hey there! Tulane has over 15 different intramurals to choose from, from Ping Pong and
Badminton to Ultimate Frisbee and Dodgeball. You can read more about all the offerings here
https://campusrecreation.tulane.edu/intramurals ;Mar-17 at 12:47:34 pm

Mar 17, 12:47:13

Mar 17, 12:47:35

Are there programs specifically for freshmen to become acquainted with campus life? Mar-17 at

AlabamaSutton -> TulaneSierra

Are the Junior Nights that we’re scheduled for next month going to be rescheduled? Specifically I
was interested in attending the Mississippi Gulf Coast event the first Friday in April? Mar-17 at
12:44:15 pm

TulaneSierra -> AlabamaSutton
Mar 17, 12:48:33 Marni_C -> TulaneSierra

Hello! The Jr night will be virtual. Feel free to email Angel Carter about it. Mar-17 at 12:47:41 pm
When do the supplementary essays become public? Mar-17 at 12:45:50 pm
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TulaneSierra -> Marni_C

Hi Marni, the only "supplemental" essay we have is our "optional" essay, the question is "Why are
you interested in Tulane?" Mar-17 at 12:48:33 pm

Jessica -> TulaneAngel

Hi, my name is Jessica and I am a rising senior. I am curious about your placement rate of
students into medical school after going through the pre-med track at Tulane. Mar-17 at 12:11:40 pm

TulaneAngel -> Jessica

Jessica, There were 190 or so seats for Tulane med for this incoming class and about 50ish of
those seats belonged to Tulane undergrads - look here for more info:
https://medicine.tulane.edu/admissions/class-profile ;Mar-17 at 12:48:57 pm

Jeff -> TulaneCorinne

Hello, I'm Jeff from Philadelphia. I've been to New Orleans and my family got caught in rain a lot.
Does flash rain impact your daily commutes to class? Mar-17 at 12:10:50 pm

TulaneCorinne -> Jeff

Jeff, my friend, it definitely rains here. We're in the tropics!! Rain happens and sometimes there is
water on campus, but believe it or not, I would say it's a pretty unifying experience. Nothing like
getting to know your classmates while trying to dry off between classes! At the end of the day,
just keep an umbrella on you (my brother is a junior and e x t r a and keeps a duck bag in his
backpack, to keep his stuff dry too) and invest in some rainboots, or bring chacos with you. You
will be fine! And honestly, the rain is worth it for how warm it is. As a student flying between
Philly and N.O. myself, my sophomore year it was nasty cold in Philly with de-icing delays, ice
on the tarmac, etc ... once I finally got back to New Orleans, people were literally laying out on
the quads in January!! Worth it *sunglasses emoji* Mar-17 at 12:49:08 pm

sig -> TulaneRula

Is the admissions process at tulane need-blind for international students seeking financial
aid? Mar-17 at 12:24:41 pm

TulaneRula -> sig

Hello Sig, the admission process at Tulane for international students requires a certification of
finances, international students are considered for merit aid and are welcome to apply for them
such as our Dean Honors, Paul Tulane which are full tuition as well as our Global Scholarship you
can learn about them here https://admission.tulane.edu/tuition-aid/merit-scholarships#dhs and
https://admission.tulane.edu/international/aid#gs I hope this helps! If you are an international
applicant, here are our counselors for international you can find them here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/meet-us ;Mar-17 at 12:49:40 pm

alexagmarsh -> TulaneAidan

What is one thing that surprised you about Tulane that you did not expect? Mar-17 at 12:45:04 pm

TulaneAidan -> alexagmarsh

Hi Alexa! For me, being from NY, it was how polite and nice everyone was. Growing up, rarely
would anyone ever hold the door for me or smile in the morning (a little sad I know lol), so when
I got down to NOLA and Tulane, that was a nice adjustment for sure. Additionally, probably how
welcoming everyone was in terms of working together in class. I expected a bit of a cut throat
academic culture but that just wasn't and isn't the case here. We believe that for ones self to
succeed, we all need to succeed. Mar-17 at 12:50:35 pm

Mar 17, 12:48:57

Mar 17, 12:49:08

Mar 17, 12:49:40

Mar 17, 12:50:35

Mar 17, 12:50:38 kate_s -> TulaneJill
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how hard is it to balance academics and classes (esp. for someone double majoring) with social
life and party culture in new orleans? Mar-17 at 12:39:44 pm

TulaneJill -> kate_s

Kate, the best part about Tulane is that there is such a great balance between academics and fun.
Our students are incredibly academically driven and that is clear by the dedication they have to
classes and studying - you can go into the library at pretty much any hour it's open any day of the
week and see students studying. You can also see it in the fact that over a third of our students
double major and over 70% have a major and a minor. Additionally, our students are typically
involved with something outside of their major coursework whether it is research, volunteering, or
being in a student organization. It is an incredibly collaborative and supportive student body in
that way. That being said, there is always something going on in New Orleans (I don't like to call
it party culture as much as I think it is a celebration culture). There are more festivals than days of
the year - po-boy festival, oyster festival, seafood festival, mac and cheese festival, fried chicken
festival.... okay this is all food, but there's lots of others too! Students typically enjoy things like
this in the city of New Orleans as a reward for their hard work academically. Finish a big paper?
Let's go check out some live music! Ace a big test? Let's go try a new restaurant! Land a big job
or grad school acceptance? Let's celebrate enjoying some time in the sun at the Fly (a popular
student hangout at the levee). The balancing act you would play at Tulane greatly prepares you for
future work life balance. There's a time to work and there's also a time to relax and enjoy :) Mar-17
at 12:50:38 pm

Claire -> TulaneSierra

Are there freshman-only dorms? And how many dining halls are there on campus? Mar-17 at
12:44:47 pm

TulaneSierra -> Claire

Hi Claire, First year living is: Monroe, Sharp, Butler, Wall, JL, Warren and Patterson
https://housing.tulane.edu/housing-options/our-communities and we have several dining options.
The first major one is the brand new beautiful commons! We also have a food court in the LBC
(student union center), we have a few PJs coffee shops on campus, and a dining hall for athletes.
You can learn more here https://diningservices.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:50:51 pm

Jessa -> TulaneJeff

What does the social life look like? Do most students spend most of their time outside the
classroom on campus or off campus? Mar-17 at 12:40:12 pm

TulaneJeff -> Jessa

Great question, Jessica. A few things I'll say about social life. First off, we are located in Uptown
NOLA, right next door to Loyola University. This means the whole Uptown area is young, social
and college-y. Lots of social life occurs right on campus (we have mannnnny events to keep you
busy and happy) and in the surrounding neighborhoods and streets (Magazine St! Oak St! Maple
St!) Second, our social life surrounds music, culture, festivals, food and enjoying the warm
weather (its 77 today!) Third, we're rarely on Bourbon St (that's for tourists!) lastly, I want to
make sure it's clear that social life does not equate solely to drinking here. You don't have to drink
to be social at Tulane- there is so much to do! Mar-17 at 12:50:54 pm

Mar 17, 12:50:51

Mar 17, 12:50:54

Mar 17, 12:51:14 Elizabeth -> TulaneAngel
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I am very interested in taking a premed track. What kind of advantages can Tulane give me when
it comes to applying to med-school? What opportunities would I have to enhance my knowledge
about the field of medicine? Mar-17 at 12:08:50 pm
TulaneAngel -> Elizabeth

Elizabeth, look here: https://advising.tulane.edu/pre-health
I would say as far as advantages - you get very real world experiences here at tulane. You'll be
able to participate in anatomy/medical classes, a variety of labs, and be able to do research all
across your 4 years! Mar-17 at 12:51:14 pm

Taylor -> TulaneSierra

Hello! I was wondering if most students who study abroad go their junior year and how long most
students go for (year vs. semester abroad)? Mar-17 at 12:50:15 pm

TulaneSierra -> Taylor

Hi Taylor, most students who go abroad do go their Junior year. They usually go for a
semester. Mar-17 at 12:51:35 pm

Camryn -> TulaneAngel

In reference to the dance program again, how many students are in the dance company each year
and how many dance majors are there on campus?? Mar-17 at 12:45:44 pm

TulaneAngel -> Camryn

Camryn, both of those numbers vary a lot! So there is not a set number - minimum or maximum.
Just know if you want to do it - there is a spot for ya. Mar-17 at 12:52:18 pm

Nicky -> TulaneAidan

What has been a favorite class some of the students have taken? I had hoped to visit a class on my
April tour and would love to hear what some of you enjoyed and remember most. Any professor
that really made a huge impact on you? Thanks! Mar-17 at 12:45:57 pm

TulaneAidan -> Nicky

Hi Nicky! One class that I personally loved during my time here was Women in Standup Comedy
taught by Professor Rebecca Mark. The course was reading and watching standup comedy
throughout generations and our final exam was performing stand up in front of our friends and
classmates in Mcalister Auditorium (the big dome theater on campus). Truly an amazing
experience. Mar-17 at 12:52:49 pm

Mar 17, 12:51:35

Mar 17, 12:52:18

Mar 17, 12:52:49

Mar 17, 12:54:00
Shah -> TulaneJeff

Hello! My name is Shah. Could you please talk about Mardi Gras and how Tulane participates in
it? I am an international applicant and I was extremely excited when I found out about this
festival! I even mentioned it in my option Why Tulane Essay! Along side academics and
internships and serving the community, I want to know more about Tulane’s Culture. Mar-17 at
12:46:24 pm

TulaneJeff -> Shah

Shah, my favorite question! First off, check out my blog which I have written for this very topic:
http://tuadmissionjeff.blogspot.com/2013/02/myths-of-gras.html. Mardi Gras is, above all else,
a huge family holiday. The most frequent thing you'll see on St Charles Ave during Mardi Gras
is... KIDS! They are everywhere and its so fun to watch them soak it all in. We have 80+ parades
during Carnival Season. All the amazing culture and richness that NOLA has seeps into everyday
life for Tulane students. Weather it's food, music, art, etc. there are few places in the USA, nay, the
WORLD with as much vibrancy for life as we have here in New Orleans. Mar-17 at 12:54:00 pm
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Brandon_Rosenberg -> TulaneAidan

Do you guys have varsity level tennis? Also, do you have club level ultimate frisbee? Mar-17 at
12:46:57 pm

TulaneAidan -> Brandon_Rosenberg

Hey Brandon! We do have D1 tennis at Tulane as well as club sport tennis. We have a fantastic
ultimate frisbee team as well, which I'd love to chat more with you about as that was something I
was really involved with on campus when I was a student. You can email me at
acadley@tulane.edu! Mar-17 at 12:54:23 pm

Tanner -> TulaneSierra

Is there honors housing for the freshman? How does housing change each year? Are you allowed
a car on campus? Mar-17 at 12:49:56 pm

Mar 17, 12:54:23

Hi Tanner, honors housing is in Wall Hall. It Includes access to faculty through Wall Society
membership and a Faculty in Residence, plus opportunities to engage in career and scholarship
preparation. You must apply to live in the Honors RLC and be accepted through the RLC
application process.
Mar 17, 12:55:01
TulaneSierra -> Tanner

Each year students will apply for housing and make roommate requests (optional).
You are not allowed a car on campus your first year/freshman year. After that you can bring one
and will have to pay for a parking permit. However, we have a great Tulane shuttle service that
provides routes all across the city to get students wherever they need to go,
https://tulane.edu/life-tulane/campus-life/transportation-and-parking. I personally take them- best
part, they're free! Mar-17 at 12:55:01 pm

Lisa -> TulaneCorinne

Mar 17, 12:55:28
TulaneCorinne -> Lisa

HI what do you expect to do about the new ACT policy of allowing students to retake sections.
Will you now super score the ACT? Mar-17 at 12:12:29 pm
Lisa, we have not made any decisions around the new ACT policy. As with all uncertainty
swirling in the headlines and whatnot, I could not more strongly encourage folks to keep an eye
out for our updates. We're known to send lots of emails, so once we make decisions on individual
section retesting on the ACT, SAT date cancellations, etc, we will be sure to let y'all know. You
can make sure you're signed up here: https://admission.tulane.edu/mailing-list ;Mar-17 at
12:55:28 pm

Isabelle_M -> TulaneJill

Hi! I'm Isabelle, a junior from Philadelphia. If you play a sport, is it hard to balance athletics,
academics, and social life? Mar-17 at 12:52:15 pm

TulaneJill -> Isabelle_M

Isabelle, I hope you are staying warm in Philly! Tulane is an incredibly supportive and
collaborative place and I think there is so much support in place for student athletes specifically
around feeling balanced. There are academic advisors, success coaches, tutors, etc. Students also
support each other academically and athletically and also encourage each other to celebrate when
necessary. Mar-17 at 12:56:26 pm

Mar 17, 12:56:26
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Mar 17, 12:56:30 Kiera -> TulaneSierra

TulaneSierra -> Kiera

Undergraduate research is an important part of the Tulane experience, and grants are available to
help students cover the cost of research materials, travel and other expenses.Once these talented
individuals are on campus, they are well-positioned to make the breakthroughs in research that
today are made across the boundaries of schools, colleges and institutes. Mar-17 at 12:56:29 pm

sig -> TulaneRula

Is there a separate application for the Honours Program? If yes, then when is the deadline for
it? Mar-17 at 12:26:16 pm

TulaneRula -> sig

Hello Sig, thank you so much for your questions
As soon as a student applies, we will automaticaclly make admission, scholarship (this year up to
$30k/year), and Honors invitation decisions in committee. This means that there is no additional
application to our Honors Program since we typically invite the top 10% of our applicant pool
based on their high school academic performance (looking at both transcript and test scores). You
can learn more about the benefits of our Honors Program here:
https://honors.tulane.edu/content/program-overview ;Mar-17 at 12:56:30 pm

Lindsay -> TulaneJeff

How large is the international student body on campus? Mar-17 at 12:48:35 pm

TulaneJeff -> Lindsay

Lindsay- this freshman class is shaping up to be our most international yet at around ~8% of the
incoming class. Mar-17 at 12:57:01 pm

Acadia -> TulaneAngel

What scores are looked at/needed to get into the honors college? What are the benefits to the
honors college? Mar-17 at 12:26:56 pm

TulaneAngel -> Acadia

Hi Acadia, consideration into the honors program happens when we look at your application for
admission so we look at things like your transcript and test scores. The benefits include: ability to
do a thesis, participate in specific research/networking opportunities, and apply for post-grad
merit scholarships. Look here for more info: https://honors.tulane.edu/ ;Mar-17 at 12:57:12 pm

Mar 17, 12:56:30

Mar 17, 12:57:01

Does Tulane offer a lot of research opportunities for undergraduates? Mar-17 at 12:46:34 pm

Mar 17, 12:57:12

RC -> TulaneSierra

Hello! My name is Rebekah and I'm from Maryland. This may be a bit of a stretch, but I was
wondering what kinds of things Tulane really values in students' applications? Mar-17 at 12:26:27
pm

Mar 17, 12:57:24
TulaneSierra -> RC

Hi Rebekah, I would advise you to take a look at our tips video, this shares what we look for in
apps https://admission.tulane.edu/apply/getting-into-tulane/tips-for-juniors ;Mar-17 at 12:57:24
pm

Mar 17, 12:57:35

Acadia -> TulaneAidan
TulaneAidan -> Acadia

Hi again! Does Tulane have swimming as a club sport? What do the non-D1 sports teams look
like? Mar-17 at 12:24:12 pm
Hi Acadia! We have club swimming here (mixed guys and girls)! Our club sports are fairly
competitive and get the chance to travel the country to tournaments and games. Each sport varies
on involvement depending on club. Mar-17 at 12:57:35 pm
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Mar 17, 12:57:42 Shah -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you for answering my question Jeff! That is really great to know and I am looking forward
to celebrating Mardi Gras with my fellow Tulanians one day! Mar-17 at 12:57:27 pm Mar-17 at
12:57:42 pm

kate_s -> TulaneJeff
Mar 17, 12:58:29

pm

TulaneJeff -> kate_s

I would recommend you email your financial aid counselor directly to get it set up and the will
arrange for a virtual meeting for you. Mar-17 at 12:58:29 pm

Matt_Monigal -> TulaneCorinne

I understand you have a club crew team. How difficult is it to participate in? Does the club team
compete with other colleges? Mar-17 at 12:13:34 pm

TulaneCorinne -> Matt_Monigal

Matt, my friend, you are in luck! We have a club crew team that is very popular and gets to travel
to regattas across the fall and spring semesters and a former olympian for a coach! While the
commitment is high- practices in the erg room and on the water more days out of the week than
not, lifting out of season, post-practice breakfast in the Commons, travel, etc- the team is quite
strong and so is the community! I was on the crew team for a hot second back when I was a
freshman and really appreciated being on a team that upperclassmen were able to guide and that
prioritized balance. By balance, I mean that if for whatever reason you can't travel to a regatta one
weekend, you're able to skip and wait for the next one! You can learn all about club sports here:
https://campusrecreation.tulane.edu/club-sports ;Mar-17 at 12:58:39 pm

Lydia -> TulaneJill

There is obviously a substantial amount of COVID-19 uncertainty impacting standardized testing,
campus visits, and grade transcripts. What would you suggest focusing on during this period of
time to ensure a well-rounded application? Mar-17 at 12:21:04 pm

TulaneJill -> Lydia

Lydia, the first focus should be taking care of your physical and mental health of course :) but
when thinking of the application, my advice would be to do your research as much as you can. A
lot of universities have offered virtual events (you can find our virtual offerings here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down). Students should try to stay on top of the
school work that their teachers have provided them and use any extra time to study for
standardized tests. Students usually don't need to start writing essays or resumes until the summer,
but if they have the opportunity they can certainly get a head start! Mar-17 at 12:58:51 pm

Lindsay -> TulaneSierra

Does the administration organize activities for students on campus? Mar-17 at 12:32:08 pm

TulaneSierra -> Lindsay

Hi Lindsay, the administration does organize events for students, but the wonderful thing about
Tulane is our own students organize most of our events for their peers! Anything from Crawfest,
to homecoming, or special guest speakers. We give our student government and student
organizations a lot of autonomy. Nobody knows what students want better than other
students. Mar-17 at 12:59:08 pm

Mar 17, 12:58:40

Mar 17, 12:58:52

Mar 17, 12:59:08

how would i go about setting up a virtual meeting with the financial aid office? Mar-17 at 12:51:11

Mar 17, 12:59:19 Kristin_K -> TulaneAngel
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What is the freshman required curriculum for Liberal Arts students? Mar-17 at 12:56:30 pm

TulaneAngel -> Kristin_K

Jessica -> TulaneRula

Kristin, the core curriculum is the same for everyone! Look here for info:
https://admission.tulane.edu/academics/degrees-requirements/core-curriculum
After you declare a major/based off your major is when we get into the nitty gritty of specific
major or school requirements that you will need to do. That is why every one is assigned an
academic and major advisor! Mar-17 at 12:59:19 pm
I have another question, how feasible is it for students to have multiple majors and minors at
Tulane? For example, pairing biomedical engineering with a public policy minor? Mar-17 at
12:23:21 pm

Mar 17, 12:59:30
TulaneRula -> Jessica

Hello Jessica, we are happy to answer all of your questions! It is common for students at Tulane to
graduate with a major and a minor, and many students will double major as well! You can learn
about that here,https://admission.tulane.edu/faq and if you are interested in biomedical
engineering, you can learn about research being done here: https://sse.tulane.edu/bme ;Mar-17 at
12:59:30 pm

Mar 17, 12:59:43

Hunter_C_Donahue -> TulaneSamR

When do typical students begin seeking internships? Mar-17 at 12:37:10 pm

TulaneSamR -> Hunter_C_Donahue

Hey Hunter - Tulane students are so ambitious that many start an internship as soon as the
summer after their first year! We really encourage all students to put themselves out there and take
the first steps finding internships and research opportunities but we also have fabulous support
staff in our career center to help you through the process. Mar-17 at 12:59:43 pm

Shah -> TulaneJeff

Hello my name is Shah and I have applied to Tulane for the Fall 2020 Semester. I was extremely
interested in opening up a new student-run organisation that would basically be a bridge between
Tulane and my home country, Pakistan. The organisation would basically have committees that
would discuss issues such as LGBTQ+ rights, gender equality etc in both the areas of the world,
Lousianna and Pakistan. I would like to know that as an undergraduate student, would that option
be available to me if I get admitted to Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:54:05 pm

TulaneJeff -> Shah

Great question, Shah. As a member of the Queer community myself, I am happy to answer this.
the answer is YES that would absolutely e possible. Once you arrive, you'll work with out student
affairs team to get it off the ground. Mar-17 at 01:00:25 pm

Lauren_ -> TulaneJill

Hi. I am interested in majoring in political science, and I was wondering what is the reputation of
your political science major? Mar-17 at 12:31:22 pm

Mar 17, 13:00:25

Mar 17, 13:00:31

TulaneJill -> Lauren_

Hi Lauren, we have a very strong political science major. Since we are top 50 university, all of our
programs are strong. I recommend reaching out to one of our political science student tour guides
to hear more about their experiences. You can find our tour guide information (and filter by poli
sci) here: https://www.welcometocollege.com/schools/tulane-university-oflouisiana/tour_guides ;Mar-17 at 01:00:31 pm
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Nate -> TulaneCorinne

I am interested in club/intermural sports. Does Tulane have active leagues/teams? Mar-17 at
12:31:31 pm

TulaneCorinne -> Nate

Nate, oh boy we sure do have active teams! Clubs and intramural sports are great because you get
to make them your own- opt in for whatever level of commitment works for you (weekly practices
and weekend travel for club frisbee, 30 min sand volleyball games on a Sunday afternoon), work
your way up to leading the team on the executive board, build community, etc. You can learn
more about club here: https://campusrecreation.tulane.edu/club-sports and intramurals here:
https://campusrecreation.tulane.edu/intramurals ;Mar-17 at 01:00:48 pm

Isabelle_M -> TulaneAidan

How much time per week do student athletes spend at practices/what is the daily schedule for a
student athlete like? Mar-17 at 12:56:15 pm

TulaneAidan -> Isabelle_M

Hey Isabelle! I'll answer this in two ways. In terms of Division 1 Student Athletes, like other D1
universities, you sport is basically like a job. I know that during the season itself, it's a fair amount
of hours (at least 40+ a week with practices, training, and such). In terms of Club Sports, which I
was a part of, on weekend when we didn't travel, I'd say we had 12-14 hours of practice and
training a week, with outside practice hours added onto that. Mar-17 at 01:01:01 pm

Kristin_K -> TulaneSamR

Hi! I was wondering if you foresee any changes in the admissions policy due to the cancellations
of the SATs and ACTs? I am taking both am worried about how these cancellations will affect my
admissions process. Mar-17 at 12:54:43 pm

TulaneSamR -> Kristin_K

Hi Kristin - given the fluid nature of this whole situation, it's hard to say what will happen in the
coming months. As of right now, we don't anticipate changing our admission policies with regard
to requiring at least one standardized test score to review your application. But, like we've been
saying, we will notify applicants just as soon as we can. I also encourage you to stay in touch with
your TU admission counselor - we are here to help and want to relieve stress as much as possible!
:) Mar-17 at 01:01:48 pm

Mar 17, 13:00:48

Mar 17, 13:01:01

Mar 17, 13:01:48

Kali -> TulaneSierra

Hi! I've done a lot of online research and I feel like I would LOVE New Orleans and Tulane, but I
am planning to major in Poli Sci and have been told that Washington D.C. would be the best place
to do that. Can you tell me about the size and quality of Tulane's Poli Sci program? Mar-17 at
12:56:22 pm

Mar 17, 13:01:54
TulaneSierra -> Kali

Mar 17, 13:02:10 JT -> TulaneSierra

Hi Kali, The Department of Political Science at Tulane University, the site of the founding of the
American Political Science Association in 1903, is one of the oldest departments of its kind in the
nation. Recently Tulane poly sci experts addressed international affairs and domestic disasters. We
have a large faculty base in the dept and so many career and internship opportunities for students
https://liberalarts.tulane.edu/departments/political-science/people ;Mar-17 at 01:01:54 pm
Will these questions and answers be accessible after this live chat ends? Mar-17 at 12:23:51 pm

TulaneSierra -> JT
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Hi JT, yes we will make these available Mar-17 at 01:02:10 pm

Mar 17, 13:02:59

Sara_Marks -> TulaneRula

What are the housing options for incoming freshmen Mar-17 at 12:29:44 pm

TulaneRula -> Sara_Marks

Hello Sara, housing options for incoming freshman are here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/student-life/housing and the housing portal is currently up as well!
You can also learn more here from housing https://housing.tulane.edu/housing-logistics/newstudent-housing-application and check out our virtual tours about campus and our residence halls
as well: https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down ;Mar-17 at 01:02:59 pm

Taylor -> TulaneJill

How many classes do students typically have per semester and how long are classes? Also, are
classes lecture or discussion based? Mar-17 at 12:56:45 pm

Mar 17, 13:03:33
TulaneJill -> Taylor

Hi Taylor, we have a variety of courses offered in different formats each semester. You would
work with an academic advisor to pick out your schedule based on your learning strengths and
needs. The typical course load is around 15 credits (about five classes on average), but students
take anywhere between 12-21 credits each semester. Classes offered 3x per week are 50 minutes
(usually MWF), classes offered 2x per week are 1 hour 15 mins (usually M/W or T/Th), and
classes offered once a week are typically almost 3 hours. They can either be lecture or discussion
based, as well as lab or design based, depending on the course and the professor. Mar-17 at 01:03:33
pm

Mar 17, 13:04:06

Justin -> TulaneCorinne

Are there any student run comedy organizations on campus? Mar-17 at 12:38:08 pm

TulaneCorinne -> Justin

Justin, there sure are! Office Hours is our student-run sketch comedy group, Unscripted is the
improv group, there are tons of performance arts clubs, semesterly events, etc. And get thisthey're actually funny! I have so many fond memories of going to Shabbat dinner at Hillel before
going to a sketch show and love the community around supporting student comedy. You can
check out all our amazing student-run clubs and organizations here: https://lbc.tulane.edu/joinorganization ;Mar-17 at 01:04:06 pm

Olivia -> TulaneJeff

Mar 17, 13:04:41
TulaneJeff -> Olivia

Mar 17, 13:04:50 Lindsay -> TulaneSamR

Tulane has been ranked as having some of the happiest students. Can you elaborate on that? Mar17 at 12:24:48 pm

I sure can, Olivia! So, as you know, our students are heading home now and they are devastated.
But one thing I told them is: How lucky are we that we get to be at school that makes it SO hard to
say goodbye to? I know not everyone loves Tulane, but by in large, our students are positively in
love with this place. And I know, I am the director of admission, so of course I'll say that, but
there really is something special about this place that our students really are drawn to. Maybe its
the Big Easy attitude of kindness and happiness or maybe we just love being in warm weather, but
for a multitude of reasons, we consistently are ranked in the top 5 for happiest college kids in the
USA. And I am never surprised by this. :-) Mar-17 at 01:04:41 pm
How do students get around the city? Is campus close enough to walk? Mar-17 at 12:56:41 pm
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Mar 17, 13:07:08

TulaneSamR -> Lindsay

One of the reasons I love New Orleans so much (seriously I need to chill about it sometimes) is
how accessible the whole city is. There are 4 different shopping and eating districts within
walking distance of campus, and for the parts of the city that are just a little further away, we've
got the historic St Charles Streetcar directly in front of campus as well as a Blue Bike system
(bikes you can rent from an app on your phone for as little as 15 minutes or for up to a full
day) Mar-17 at 01:04:49 pm

kate_s -> TulaneSierra

how much would you say it costs to rush? Mar-17 at 01:02:27 pm

TulaneSierra -> kate_s

Hi Kate, it will depend on the sorority. You may want to reach out to our OFFICE OF
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY PROGRAMS for more specific details Mar-17 at 01:07:08 pm

kate_s -> TulaneAngel

what internships are available in new orleans for poli sci and/or history majors? how does tulane
help it’s students get internship opportunities? Mar-17 at 01:03:24 pm

Mar 17, 13:07:51
TulaneAngel -> kate_s

Hi Kate, I would recommend going directly to the source for this one:
https://liberalarts.tulane.edu/departments/political-science and
https://liberalarts.tulane.edu/departments/history. They each have sections on their websites
specifically for internships and research opportunities. I would also say that New Orleans is one of
the most historic cities in the U.S. so there is undoubtedly a lot of opportunity for that here Mar-17
at 01:07:51 pm

Lina -> TulaneAidan

Hello! My name is Lina. I was planning to visit Tulane soon, but I am unable to, like many others.
I was wondering if there were any virtual tours I could access. Mar-17 at 01:03:44 pm

TulaneAidan -> Lina

Hi Lina, you can access a virtual tour, info session, student panel, and other campus activities with
this link right here (https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down)! Let us what you
think! Mar-17 at 01:07:56 pm

Kristin_K -> TulaneSamR

Hi! Do you foresee any changes in the admissions policy due to the cancellations of the
standardized tests? I am taking both the SAT and ACT and am worried about how these
cancellations will impact the admissions process for the students affected. Mar-17 at 01:04:32 pm

TulaneSamR -> Kristin_K

Hey Kristin - we know that there's a lot of anxiety going around given the situation we are all
experiencing right now. For now, all admission policies will stay the same, including our
requirement of at least one standardized test score per applicant. If you have concerns, please feel
free to reach out to your TU rep to talk about your individual situation. Mar-17 at 01:08:27 pm

Claire -> TulaneJill

What percentage of students are student-athletes at Tulane? Mar-17 at 12:39:05 pm

TulaneJill -> Claire

Hi Claire, I do not know the exact percentage of students that are student-athletes, but we do have
17 division I sports on campus! You can find out more about our athletics here:
https://tulanegreenwave.com/. If you email me later on, I can try to get the exact percentage for
you --> jderosas@tulane.edu Mar-17 at 01:08:50 pm

Mar 17, 13:07:56

Mar 17, 13:08:27

Mar 17, 13:08:50
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Mar 17, 13:09:09 Rafael -> TulaneCorinne

TulaneCorinne -> Rafael

As an incoming student, what am I expected to do before orientation in the fall? Course
registration? Housing? Mar-17 at 12:39:53 pm
Rafael, you're a planner, aren't you? My kind of person! After students enroll at Tulane, they
should submit a housing application by early May through Housing & Residence Life
(https://housing.tulane.edu/housing-logistics/new-student-housing-application). The first event on
the docket is CAST, Cultivating Academic Success at Tulane (https://admission.tulane.edu/cast).
This is where students learn all about the academic resources at Tulane and register for fall
courses. Then, New Student Orientation (https://orientation.tulane.edu/new-student-orientation)
takes place a few days before classes start in August. As always, we will absolutely spam your
inbox with information about what you need to do, but we're always here to help. Don't hesitate to
reach out to your admission counselor or any office on campus if you have questions! Mar-17 at
01:09:09 pm

Mar 17, 13:09:38

Marni_C -> TulaneAidan

Is attending school sporting events a big part of campus life? Mar-17 at 01:04:41 pm

TulaneAidan -> Marni_C

Hey Marni! Attending sporting events has over the years become more and more popular over the
years since the building of our on campus football stadium. At almost all events, you see a nearly
to fully packed student section, which makes for an awesome experience cheering on our Green
Wave! Mar-17 at 01:09:38 pm

Hunter_C_Donahue -> TulaneJeff

How has hurricane preparedness prepared you for the coronavirus? What is the overall state of
campus? Mar-17 at 12:34:42 pm

TulaneJeff -> Hunter_C_Donahue

Hunter- many schools around the world right now are having to close and have not had to do that
before. We did- 15 years ago during Hurricane Katrina when we were closed for a full semester.
So if any school is prepared to handle this, it's us. Campus is still open, but only around 400
students have been given permission to stay on campus. We have around 1500 students living off
campus who are staying here in NOLA. But let me tell you, we got through Katrina and the world
will get through this. This too, shall pass. Mar-17 at 01:09:41 pm

Kali -> TulaneAngel

Hi! I'm super interested in theatre as an extracurricular activity and I'd love to continue to act in
college. Do you know if there are any opportunities to be in plays/ musicals without majoring in
anything theatre-related? Mar-17 at 01:07:32 pm

TulaneAngel -> Kali

Hi Kali, yup! - regardless if you major in it or not - you can still do musicals and anything theaterrelated Mar-17 at 01:10:12 pm

Mar 17, 13:09:41

Mar 17, 13:10:12

Tanner -> TulaneJeff
Mar 17, 13:10:22
TulaneJeff -> Tanner

?What is the difference between this and the virtual question and answer session? Mar-17 at
01:07:07 pm

This is just an online chat. The virtual Q and A will have video and a presentation to start it off.
Come to as many as you'd like! Mar-17 at 01:10:22 pm
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Mar 17, 13:11:40 Tim -> TulaneRula

When do students declare their majors? At what point can you add a 2nd major? thank you! Mar17 at 12:27:47 pm

TulaneRula -> Tim

Hello Tim, students declare their major at the end of their sophomore year, and have one by the
start of their junior year.We have a list of our majors and minors here :
https://admission.tulane.edu/academics/majors-minors You can add a second major by the end of
your sophomore year! Mar-17 at 01:11:40 pm

Lydia -> TulaneJill

So this is a pretty unconventional question, but just out of curiosity: what is one of the downsides
of choosing Tulane in your opinion? Mar-17 at 12:56:53 pm

TulaneJill -> Lydia

Lydia, oof! tough question!! As a former transfer student I am trying to think of downsides
comparatively speaking since coming to Tulane changed a lot for the better for me. I would say
that Tulane is always growing and improving and one thing I noticed as a student and have
worked on as a staff member, is making Tulane more representative of the world that we live in.
Meaning recruiting more diverse classes that include more students of color, first generation
students, international students, etc. We are not perfect, but I love that even though this is a
downside, our students are the one pushing for and driving the change that is happening on our
campus :) Mar-17 at 01:11:49 pm

Mar 17, 13:11:50

Mar 17, 13:12:16 TulaneJeff -> Everyone
Kristin_K -> TulaneCorinne

Mar 17, 13:12:44
TulaneCorinne -> Kristin_K

Jill I love that answer! Mar-17 at 01:12:16 pm
Will there be any in-person interviews coming up? There was one in my area recently and I was
very interested in attending, but the list filled up pretty quickly. Mar-17 at 01:00:55 pm
Kristin, I appreciate your thinking! Ultimately, we don't do formal interviews with admission
counselors as a part of our application process, but we are always here to help. Depending on
where you live, you may have seen coffee chats available with your regional counselor. I think we
will start doing more of those virtual events amidst the travel and event cancellations, so be sure
to keep an eye out for our emails! As always, you can reach out to your admission counselor and
any of our current student ambassadors (https://tulane.welcometocollege.com/) Mar-17 at 01:12:44
pm

Taylor -> TulaneJill
Mar 17, 13:13:00
TulaneJill -> Taylor

If you are not admitted into the honors program, is it possible to transfer into it a later year? Mar-17
at 12:59:53 pm

Taylor, yes! You can join the Honors Program at another point if you are not admitted originally.
You would need to work with the Honors program directly to make sure you have the appropriate
GPA to apply and then they will also set you up for the coursework you need to be a part of
it. Mar-17 at 01:13:00 pm

Mar 17, 13:13:26 Lydia -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you, Jill. I appreciate your honest answer! Mar-17 at 01:12:49 pm Mar-17 at 01:13:26 pm

Mar 17, 13:13:39 sakuezue -> TulaneSierra

How is the diversity at tulane? Are there clubs/meetings for african american students to connect
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with each other? Mar-17 at 01:08:33 pm

TulaneSierra -> sakuezue

Brandon_Rosenberg -> TulaneAngel

Hi Sakuezue, You can learn more about diversity and multicultural life at Tulane here
https://admission.tulane.edu/student-life/diversity. We have several organizations, Black student
union, Students organizing against racism, Men of color circle, etc and living spaces like
Kaleidoscope, that are welcoming for Black/African American students. You can ore about The
CArolyn Barber Pierre Center for Intercultural Life, who houses our racial affinity student orgs
here https://intercultural.tulane.edu/. And you can learn more about Kaleidoscope here
https://housing.tulane.edu/housing-options/residential-learning-communities/kaleidoscoperlc ;Mar-17 at 01:13:39 pm
Hi, Does Tulane have any programs for students to get discounted tickets for off-campus activities
like basketball games, music shows, etc? What do weekends look like at Tulane? Mar-17 at 01:06:24
pm

Mar 17, 13:14:03
TulaneAngel -> Brandon_Rosenberg

EFS -> TulaneCorinne

Hi Brandon, for every sporting event Tulane students get free tickets. For all other campus events
- there is usually a discount for tulane students, whether it is to see a campus speaker, music show,
theater show, etc. Weekends vary depending on what you want to do - you could go to the park,
check out a festival, try a new restaurant, or just sit down and watch some netflix. Tulane does
usually offer weekend on campus events as well that vary from movie nights, silent disco, to trivia
nights or drag queen bingo! There is always something going on. Mar-17 at 01:14:02 pm
We have not received an email for access to the housing portal, I called Housing and they said
they don’t send emails out and my daughter needs her splash ID, how does she get that? Mar-17 at
01:06:17 pm

Mar 17, 13:14:32
TulaneCorinne -> EFS

Isabelle_M -> TulaneJill

Mar 17, 13:15:38
TulaneJill -> Isabelle_M

Mar 17, 13:15:42 b -> TulaneAidan

EFS, feel free to have your daughter reach out to her admission counselor! We can get that
information to her in email so she can just copy and paste into the application. She can find out
who her counselor is here: https://admission.tulane.edu/meet-us ;Mar-17 at 01:14:32 pm
What are dining services like at Tulane? Also, do students tend to eat at restaurants? Mar-17 at
01:06:11 pm

Isabelle, dining services at Tulane got a biiiiig upgrade this year! We moved our main dining hall
to a new three-story building with lots of windows, natural light, and open concepts. There is
more space for students and also for what's most important... more food! We have a rotating menu
every day at each of the stations and we also have simplified stations for students with allergies.
You can check out more here: https://diningservices.tulane.edu/dining-near-me/The_Commons.
Students also do eat at restaurants off-campus from time to time, because we are in New Orleans!
How could you not! There are plenty of amazing places right in walking distance if you are ever
in need of a special treat. Mar-17 at 01:15:37 pm
Hi, what are three words you would use to describe student life at Tulane University? Mar-17 at
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01:13:35 pm
TulaneAidan -> b

Hi there! Only three words, hmm, that's a tough one. I'll go with: Engaging, Selfless, and
Unique! Mar-17 at 01:15:42 pm

Sydney_Protass -> TulaneJill

Thank you so much for holding this live chat. In admissions when reviewing ACT scores, do you
look at an applicant's composite score or a breakdown of each category? (Math, science,
English) Mar-17 at 01:08:23 pm

TulaneJill -> Sydney_Protass

Hi Sydney, it is our pleasure! Thank you for joining the chat! We look at the best composite score
for the ACT. Mar-17 at 01:16:03 pm

Nico -> TulaneAngel

How big is theatre life on campus? Mar-17 at 01:13:20 pm

TulaneAngel -> Nico

Nico, its big enough. There are so many shows happening all the time that vary in many different
ways that sometimes it can be a bit hard to keep up, haha. So if you are into theater and want to
audition or just catch a show - there is always opportunity for that Mar-17 at 01:16:05 pm

Ava -> TulaneRula

What do students like to do for fun? Is it centered more around on campus or off campus
events? Mar-17 at 01:07:04 pm

TulaneRula -> Ava

Hello Ava, students at Tulane were actually ranked one of the happiest students as you can see
here: https://tulanian.tulane.edu/december-2019/tulane-rises-in-rankings and there is a balance
betwee academics, social life, and involvement on campus. Going to college in New Orleans
means that there is always an event going on in the city with beautiful warm sunny days across the
street at Aubodon Park or a place called the Fly where students hang out at Fridays at the Fly.
Students also plan the largest run student music festival called Crawfest
https://admission.tulane.edu/student-life and definitely check out our virtual experiences here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/visit/cant-make-it-down, I hope this helps! Mar-17 at 01:17:02 pm

sakuezue -> TulaneJeff

Will a student be able to have a good social life without having to spend a lot of money or is there
a hefty allowance needed to go out and have fun? Mar-17 at 01:14:37 pm

TulaneJeff -> sakuezue

Love this question. One thing that is great about NOLA is how cheap stuff is and how many
FREE things we have in NOLA. almost all of our festivals are free and we have more festivals
than days of the school year! There are lots of great cheap eats walking distance from campus on
Freret Street. You'll find kids get creative with ways to have fun for free and NOLA is soo
conducive to that. Mar-17 at 01:17:38 pm

Rithvik -> TulaneJill

Hi, I had about the Tulane Accelerated physician training program. Do you apply to the program
as an undergraduate or during normal admissions. Mar-17 at 01:16:13 pm

Mar 17, 13:16:03

Mar 17, 13:16:05

Mar 17, 13:17:02

Mar 17, 13:17:39

Mar 17, 13:17:50

TulaneJill -> Rithvik

Rithvik, you would apply after you enroll as a Tulane student. The TAP-TP application would be
during your freshman year and you would work with your academic advisor to complete that
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application. So no need to worry about it during the regular admission process! Mar-17 at 01:17:50
pm
Shah -> TulaneSierra

Hello I am Shah! Since I am a first-generation student, my parents are excited about what Tulane
has for me if I am accepted. Specifically, do you have any services offered for first-generation
students? Mar-17 at 01:14:42 pm

TulaneSierra -> Shah

Hey Shah! I am a first generation student too (welcome TU the family!!) We have a wonderful
center called the Center for Academic Equity, who supports all of our first generation
students/staff/faculty . You can find all of our support for first generation students here
https://academic-equity.tulane.edu/first-generation-college. You can always reach out to me too if
you have other questions! Mar-17 at 01:18:46 pm

Andie -> TulaneAngel

Hi! I am very interested in Service Learning when applying to college, and a representative from
Tulane’s Center for Public Service came to visit my school and I was so interested in the various
ways to get involved. I was also wondering, are there specific majors focusing on subjects such as
nonprofit leadership or service learning? Mar-17 at 01:11:45 pm

TulaneAngel -> Andie

Andie, I would recommend looking here: https://cps.tulane.edu/
Some majors do offer specific types of internships, but there is always an opportunity to work
with a nonprofit, community based org, or business. Service learning is the actual content that
you'll be doing regardless of major, so yes to that! Mar-17 at 01:18:47 pm

Kristin_K -> TulaneAngel

I visited Tulane recently and absolutely fell in love with the campus! Despite the rain, the tour was
great, and I was wondering how to go about being a tour guide if I choose to attend Tulane
University? Mar-17 at 01:16:52 pm

TulaneAngel -> Kristin_K

Hi Kristin, You can apply to be in GWA (Green Wave Ambassadors)! There is an application and
interview process that you can do starting your freshman year. The application usually goes live
the very beginning of September. Mar-17 at 01:20:05 pm

ShreyaA -> TulaneJill

Hi, I was hoping to get more information about the TAP-TP program. How competitive is it? Are
there any required courses/exams we have to take in high school? Mar-17 at 01:18:01 pm

Mar 17, 13:18:46

Mar 17, 13:18:47

Mar 17, 13:20:05

Mar 17, 13:20:30
TulaneJill -> ShreyaA

Hi Shreya, it is certainly a competitive program, but if you are very interested you can work with
your academic advisor once you enroll at Tulane to put together a strong application for the
program. Students do not apply for TAP-TP until after they have been admitted, and they enroll,
and they start courses here at Tulane. There are no high school pre-requisites for the program. Mar17 at 01:20:30 pm

Mar 17, 13:21:00

sakuezue -> TulaneSamR

I live in Ann Arbor, MI so winters here are pretty rough. What is the weather like in New Orleans
during winter months? Mar-17 at 01:17:24 pm

TulaneSamR -> sakuezue

Oh, sakuezue - you are in for a treat here in New Orleans! Winters are mild - I mean VERY mild -
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particularly compared to what I can only imagine you experience in Ann Arbor. As a Southern
California native and someone who is very inexperienced with cold, I can assure you that New
Orleans is a safe haven for those of us who need slightly warmer climes. I've been here for almost
5 years now and I've only seen the temperature drop below 40 degrees a handful of times. Mar-17
at 01:21:00 pm
sakuezue -> TulaneAidan
Mar 17, 13:21:15

TulaneAidan -> sakuezue

Is there pressure to join greek life? Do students feel left out if they don’t join? Mar-17 at 01:19:27 pm
Hi there! Not at all. Most of our student don't end up participating in greek life, but instead go for
a more club and organization kind of involvement on campus. That's one really nice thing about
Tulane, that we have something for everyone to take part in and feel at home with. Mar-17 at
01:21:14 pm

Ava -> TulaneAngel

I was lucky enough to tour campus and even take a ballet class! I heard great things about
Newcomb Dance Company and I was wondering if there is a lot of support for the performing arts
from Tulane students (such as a large turnout for dance performances) Mar-17 at 01:15:00 pm

TulaneAngel -> Ava

Ava - short answer, yup! There are so many different types of performing arts at Tulane that there
are always students attending events. Mar-17 at 01:21:18 pm

kate_s -> TulaneCorinne

do current or past honors students say it’s difficult to keep up the gpa requirement to stay in the
honors program? Mar-17 at 01:17:28 pm

TulaneCorinne -> kate_s

Kate, I appreciate where you're coming from, but I think this answer would probably vary person
to person. As you can see here (https://honors.tulane.edu/content/requirements), students maintain
a >=3.8 GPA so it's definitely possible, just may take more work depending on where your
interests (and strengths) lie, which classes you're taking in one semester, etc. I encourage you to
get in touch with our current student ambassadors to learn about their own experiences! They're
amazing resources!! https://tulane.welcometocollege.com/ ;Mar-17 at 01:22:14 pm

Mar 17, 13:21:19

Mar 17, 13:22:14

Mar 17, 13:23:24 Shah -> TulaneAdmission

Mar 17, 13:23:29

emmarobbinss -> TulaneCorinne
TulaneCorinne -> emmarobbinss

Hello Sierra! Thank you so much for answering my question and helping me! I will be looking
forward to the services offered by Tulane and will contact you if I have any other questions. I
really appreciate you and your whole team for holding this live chat for us! Thank you so much
once again, have a good day! Mar-17 at 01:23:01 pm Mar-17 at 01:23:24 pm
Since current Juniors will not be able to take the April ACT/ May SAT, will there be any changes
made to the scores you take or the application deadline? Mar-17 at 01:18:46 pm
We are aware of SAT cancellations. College Board will provide future additional SAT testing
opportunities for students as soon as possible in place of canceled administrations. The June 6,
2020 SAT administration is not yet canceled, and College Board will continue to assess its status
with the health and safety of students and educators as the top priority. We will work as admission
offices to figure out how we manage standardized testing for future applicants. Once decisions are
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made- about scores, deadlines, etc- we will be sure to email you (more than once!) to keep you
informed. Just keep an eye out for our emails! Mar-17 at 01:23:28 pm
b -> TulaneSierra

Is there any extra help provided for international students who are applying to medical school in
the USA? Moreover, how does Tulane support students for life after university? Mar-17 at 01:19:56
pm

Mar 17, 13:23:46

Mar 17, 13:24:06

TulaneSierra -> b

Hi b, We have pre-med advising for all students who plan to pursue medicine (MD), you can learn
more about it here https://advising.tulane.edu/pre-health. In general we have career and
academic support to help students prep and plan for life beyond Tulane, you will never be alone
during that process! Mar-17 at 01:23:46 pm

Levi -> TulaneAidan

Do you have any internship programs connected with the WWII Museum? Mar-17 at 01:19:59 pm

TulaneAidan -> Levi

Hi Levi! It seems as though every semester we have students go and intern or work for the WWII
museum! The great part about it is the various internship fields you can get through the museum.
Be it business, digital media or even theater, the museum has offerings for everyone. Mar-17 at
01:24:06 pm

Sydney_Protass -> TulaneAngel

Looking at your study abroad portfolio, I noticed there was a program in Barcelona for
architecture majors. Would I still be able to study abroad in Barcelona if I wasn't an architecture
major? Mar-17 at 01:18:37 pm

TulaneAngel -> Sydney_Protass

Hi Sydney, It looks like currently only architecture and design offers a study abroad program in
Barcelona through Tulane. However, some students choose to use outside study abroad programs
and then just transfer their credits to Tulane. So, if you find a program in Barcelona in your major
that you want to do, as long as your study abroad advisor gives it the okay, then you are more than
welcome to do it! Mar-17 at 01:25:22 pm

emmarobbinss -> TulaneSamR

Can freshman participate in research for public health or physical therapy? Mar-17 at 01:22:28 pm

TulaneSamR -> emmarobbinss

I'll be very honest here - it's more common for students to start in research labs/projects once
they've completed their first year of classes. Professors find that students can be more successful
in research when they have a solid foundation of education in their selected field, which is why
they generally ask students to give it a little time before jumping into the deep end. BUT, one of
the amazing things about Tulane is that our professors really get to know their students, so don't
be afraid to ask during your first year if you have really connected with a particular
professor! Mar-17 at 01:25:40 pm

Mar 17, 13:25:22

Mar 17, 13:25:40

Mar 17, 13:25:44

Wendy -> TulaneCorinne
TulaneCorinne -> Wendy

Hi! I am wondering is there a lot of on-campus job opportunities for students? Mar-17 at 01:20:19
pm

Wendy, my friend, there sure are lots of opportunities to work on campus! As a student who
always held at least one job, I appreciate the variety of options on campus. I worked at our gym,
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the Reily center, which is definitely one of the largest student employers- lifeguarding, front desk
staff, personal training, teaching classes, child care, etc. Our student union, the Lavin-Bernick
Center, is another huge employer with jobs like staffing the information desk, event services,
supporting student-run clubs and orgs, etc. The same goes for academic departments with more
office work. Every semester, there is a work fair to connect students with various potential
employers, as well as specific opps for work-study students. I hope this helps! Mar-17 at 01:25:44
pm
Mar 17, 13:25:55 Levi -> TulaneAdmission
sakuezue -> TulaneJill

What would happen to students on campus in the case of a hurricane or other natural
disaster? Mar-17 at 01:24:12 pm

TulaneJill -> sakuezue

Sakuezue, thank you for your question! Unfortunately, Tulane has a lot of emergencypreparedness experience that helped us swiftly act during this COVID-19 crisis. A lot of the at
emergency-preparedness has been learned by dealing with hurricanes. Every student must submit
a hurricane plan to the university in the event of an evacuation. This plan can be fly home and be
with my family, drive to a state nearby with my roommate, or utilize the Tulane student plan
which busses students up to Jackson,MS or Birmingham,AL. Luckily, a hurricane is one of the
only natural disasters that you can track and predict so our students and administration have time
to plan and evacuate in severe cases. Mar-17 at 01:27:18 pm

kate_s -> TulaneCorinne

is it common for students to have part-time jobs during the year? Mar-17 at 01:25:37 pm

TulaneCorinne -> kate_s

Kate, for sure! There are tons of options to work on (or off!) campus, so I think students are able
to find what works for them. Employers and coworkers alike are understanding of the many
competing priorities, so you are able to focus on academic obligations when they're pressing or
pick up additional hours if you have a light week! Mar-17 at 01:28:20 pm

Mar 17, 13:27:18

Mar 17, 13:28:21

Thank you very much, Aidan. Mar-17 at 01:25:22 pm Mar-17 at 01:25:55 pm

Suzy -> TulaneAidan
Mar 17, 13:29:00
TulaneAidan -> Suzy

Hi - Is there a study abroad program for biology majors, if so, where? Thank you. Mar-17 at
01:26:09 pm

Hi Suzy, we have a ton of different study abroad programs for Bio majors. I've attached the list
right now (it looks like well over 30!): https://studyabroad.tulane.edu/index.cfm;Mar-17 at
01:28:59 pm

Mar 17, 13:29:32

Wendy -> TulaneAngel

Do you have a pre-dental program? Mar-17 at 01:25:50 pm

TulaneAngel -> Wendy

Hi Wendy, we have pre-health and within that you can focus in on dentistry. So specifically, no,
but can you make it and work with your pre-health advisor to make it happen? yessss! Mar-17 at
01:29:31 pm

Mar 17, 13:30:38 Suzy -> TulaneSierra
TulaneSierra -> Suzy

Is the "Tulane Scholarship" the same as the "Paul Tulane" award? Mar-17 at 12:38:38 pm
Hi Suzy, the Tulane Scholarship is usually need based grant money, the Paul Tulane Award is
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labeled as Paul Tulane in your fin aid package. Mar-17 at 01:30:38 pm

Mar 17, 13:30:47

TessK -> TulaneAidan

What resources does Tulane offer freshmen to help them decide on a major? Mar-17 at 01:27:38 pm

TulaneAidan -> TessK

Hi Tess! Our academic advising department and advisors are great in helping students figure out
what may be a great fit for them. Additionally we offer major discovery courses in which students
get a chance to try out and find a program that is right for them! Mar-17 at 01:30:47 pm

Jessica -> TulaneJeff

As admissions counselors, how do you measure demonstrated interest? What can I do now show I
would like to attend your institution? Mar-17 at 01:27:04 pm

TulaneJeff -> Jessica

Jessica, in the current world we are in, I recommend you participate in as many virtual sessions as
you are able to as colleges invite you. We look at many different touch points in the application
process - in the fall, if you are able to attend any events in your hometown that we offer, I'd
recommend it.
The most important thing we look at as it pertains to demonstrated interest is your Why Tulane
essay. Mar-17 at 01:32:36 pm

Kristin_K -> TulaneAidan

Do students have good relationships with their professors? At some universities, professors aren't
even aware of the names of their students. Is this the case at Tulane? Mar-17 at 01:29:30 pm

TulaneAidan -> Kristin_K

Hi Kristin! Student at Tulane always have the chance to form great relationships with professors
and for the most part do. If you don't show up or introduce yourself, then you probably won't have
a great relationship, but almost every student I know of can name 4-5 professors that they are
close with. Additionally, with our average class size being only 22, Professors get to know
students by more than just their name! Mar-17 at 01:33:17 pm

L.Hicks -> TulaneSierra

Hi, I was wondering what kinds of Academic Support services were offered? (Specifically for
those who might have learnig differnces) Mar-17 at 01:30:18 pm

TulaneSierra -> L.Hicks

Hi L. Hicks, We have a variety of academic support systems available. Anything from our
academic learning and tutoring center. to success coaching. For those who may have learning
differences they can work with our Goldman Center for Student Accessibility to receive
individualized support! Mar-17 at 01:33:42 pm

jrmckellar -> TulaneJill

For Spring Scholars, what will happen if the COVID-19 prevents them from studying abroad?
Will Tulane provide other opportunities for gaining course credits? Mar-17 at 01:33:14 pm

Mar 17, 13:32:36

Mar 17, 13:33:17

Mar 17, 13:33:42

Mar 17, 13:36:36

TulaneJill -> jrmckellar

Hello! At this point we are monitoring the situation with our abroad partners closely. They are
anticipating being open for the Fall, but obviously this could change. We encourage students to
still go through the abroad application process at this time. We also encourage students to make
back up plans closer to home. Students have always had the option to complete coursework as a
visiting student at another college or university. We will work with them to determine transfer
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credit equivalency. For students that choose this option, they can start reaching out about
transferring credit after May 1st. Mar-17 at 01:36:35 pm
sakuezue1 -> TulaneCorinne

I go to a magnet school so I was wondering if Tulane considers magnet courses as electives or
core classes? How many core classes would you like to see students have each
semester/trimester? Mar-17 at 01:32:28 pm

TulaneCorinne -> sakuezue1

I feel like my old finance professor, but I have to say it: "it depends." You can see our blanket
policy on curricular requirements here:
https://admission.tulane.edu/apply/instructions/requirements ;Mar-17 at 01:37:30 pm

Kristin_K -> TulaneAidan

What do you admire most about Tulane? Mar-17 at 01:35:44 pm

TulaneAidan -> Kristin_K

Hi Kristin! I admire Tulane's resilience and work within NOLA! The ability to overcome
hardships that the university faced from Katrina and the work its done throughout the amazing
city to become a crucial part of the culture is what made me decide that Tulane was the school for
me. Mar-17 at 01:38:52 pm

LilyG -> TulaneCorinne

How strong is the Greek system at Tulane? If I'm not interested in joining a sorority is there still a
good social life? Mar-17 at 01:35:29 pm

TulaneCorinne -> LilyG

Lily, excellent question! I think getting involved in a Greek organization can be a wonderful
opportunity if you're interested in it, but it's by no means a requirement to have a social life. About
40% of students go Greek and this is inclusive of our classic social philanthropy-based
sororities/fraternities AND also our co-ed pre-professional, honors, multicultural, service, faithbased, and one very exclusive group for our marching band. I would say if you're even thinking
about going through the recruitment process, you should give it a try! And if it doesn't work out,
know there are a zillion other things you can get involved with *finger guns* Mar-17 at 01:40:19 pm

Shah -> TulaneAidan

Hi, I was wondering if I could be involved in a sport at Tulane, basketball specifically, given the
fact that I haven’t played that sport in my High School. I would want to try new areas in College
and currently, exploring Basketball along with many other community service related things is on
the top of my mind! Will Tulane offer me the opportunity to be involved in a completely new
sport? Mar-17 at 01:38:22 pm

TulaneAidan -> Shah

HI Shah! College is a time for self discovery and trying new things and Tulane is all for that. I'd
recommend trying out intramural basketball as that's our lowest level of competition and then
work your way up as you improve. Mar-17 at 01:40:38 pm

Mar 17, 13:37:30

Mar 17, 13:38:52

Mar 17, 13:40:19

Mar 17, 13:40:38

Mar 17, 13:43:44 Shah -> TulaneAdmission

That is great to know, Aidan. I am extremely excited and looking forward to it! Thank you so
much. Mar-17 at 01:43:11 pm Mar-17 at 01:43:44 pm

Mar 17, 13:44:14 TulaneAidan -> Everyone

Hi Everyone, please submit your final questions at this time; we have about 15 minutes left in the
chat! Mar-17 at 01:44:13 pm
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Mar 17, 13:48:46 LilyG -> TulaneSierra

I'm a junior and people are saying they might cancel school for the rest of the year. I've already
been out for a week. What will happen if I don't have any grades from half of junior year? Mar-17
at 01:45:28 pm

TulaneSierra -> LilyG

Hi Lily G. We will work with students on a case by case basis to handle how COVID-19 might
impact grades. Mar-17 at 01:48:46 pm

sakuezue1 -> TulaneAngel

Is it possible to double major as well as having a coordinate major? Could you add a minor with
this as well? Mar-17 at 01:45:27 pm

Mar 17, 13:49:05
TulaneAngel -> sakuezue1

Sakuezue, whew, that is quite a bit you are trying to do there. We have coordinate for specific
programs, not all - but yes you are more than welcome to do as much as you want. Keep in mind
though you want to stay balanced in college as well though - so try not to overwork yourself! Mar17 at 01:49:05 pm

Mar 17, 13:49:21 TulaneJill -> Everyone

Goodbye for now, friends! I know this is a stressful time for all and we are here for you for
whatever you need. Please do not hesitate to reach out. My email is jderosas@tulane.edu. Stay
healthy and safe! Mar-17 at 01:49:21 pm

Mar 17, 13:49:40 TulaneJeff -> Everyone

Thanks everyone for chatting! As hard as it is to believe right now... this too shall pass. Take it
from a school and city who thought they would never recover from Katrina. We made it through
that and the world, and you, will make it though this. Keep your head up, stay strong and know
that we'll get through this craziness together Mar-17 at 01:49:40 pm

Mar 17, 13:50:05 TulaneAidan -> Everyone

Hi Leo! Intramural Sports are our least competitive sports and mainly used as a great way to try a
new sport of make some new friends. I always recommend to my students to try out at least 2 just
to see if its something they'd like! Mar-17 at 01:50:05 pm

Mar 17, 13:50:19 TulaneJeff -> Everyone

Email me at

Mar 17, 13:50:42 TulaneSamR -> Everyone

Thanks for joining us today y'all! We know there's a lot of uncertainty out in the world right now,
but one thing you can be certain of is that your Tulane Admission staff will be here for you, no
matter what! We might not have all the answers right away but we will do our best to find the
answers and information you need. Feel free to email me at sreich1@tulane.edu if there's
anything at all I can help with. Stay healthy! Mar-17 at 01:50:42 pm

Mar 17, 13:50:57 TulaneAngel -> Everyone

Goodbye everyone! Thank you all so much for participating today! We truly appreciate all the
questions. Things may seem to be a bit all over the place right now, but we believe in you! I
cannot to see the greatness that you all will become in the future! Stay safe and be well
everyone! Mar-17 at 01:50:57 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:13 TulaneAidan -> Everyone

Thanks for chatting! Hope you found this helpful! If you need anything please don't hesitate to
reach out (acadley@tulane.edu)! Mar-17 at 01:51:12 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:13 TulaneRula -> Everyone

Good bye for now, thank you so much for joining our chat and spending your afternoon with us.

jschiffman@tulane.edu if you have any questions. Mar-17 at 01:50:19 pm
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We are here for you, and will continue to reach out. Thanks y'all Mar-17 at 01:51:13 pm
Mar 17, 13:51:14 Brandon_Rosenberg -> TulaneAdmission

Thank You! Mar-17 at 01:50:10 pm Mar-17 at 01:51:14 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:15 Justin -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you so much for taking the time to share this helpful information about Tulane and hope
everyone remains safe and well. Mar-17 at 01:50:08 pm Mar-17 at 01:51:15 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:15 Jessica -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you for answering these questions. This session was very helpful. Mar-17 at 01:50:07 pm Mar17 at 01:51:15 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:20 Shah -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you for helping us. Looking forward to an admission decision soon! Good bye and take
care you all! Mar-17 at 01:51:03 pm Mar-17 at 01:51:20 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:49 Emme -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you! Mar-17 at 01:51:41 pm Mar-17 at 01:51:49 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:51 TulaneSierra -> Everyone

Thanks for spending your afternoon with us! As a Tulane School of Public Health alumna I can
assure you things will be okay, just keep washing your hands ! If there is anything I can do to be
helpful let me know scason@tulane.edu Mar-17 at 01:51:51 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:52 Kristin_K -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you so much for taking the time to answer our questions today! Have a great day and stay
healthy!! Mar-17 at 01:51:43 pm Mar-17 at 01:51:52 pm

Mar 17, 13:51:56 Lindsay -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you so much! This was very informative! Mar-17 at 01:51:51 pm Mar-17 at 01:51:56 pm

Mar 17, 13:52:00 Levi -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you! Mar-17 at 01:51:56 pm Mar-17 at 01:52:00 pm

Mar 17, 13:52:22 Jessa -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you so much!! Mar-17 at 01:52:16 pm Mar-17 at 01:52:22 pm

Mar 17, 13:52:30 L.Hicks -> TulaneAdmission

Thank You Mar-17 at 01:52:25 pm Mar-17 at 01:52:30 pm

Mar 17, 13:52:31 Lauren_ -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you! Mar-17 at 01:52:26 pm Mar-17 at 01:52:31 pm

Mar 17, 13:52:31 LilyG -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you! Mar-17 at 01:52:26 pm Mar-17 at 01:52:31 pm

Mar 17, 13:52:41 Shah -> TulaneAdmission

Moreover, this session was extremely helpful and enlightened me even more about Tulane. Stay
Healthy Everyone! Mar-17 at 01:52:34 pm Mar-17 at 01:52:41 pm

Mar 17, 13:52:49 MarkSmkth -> TulaneAdmission

Thank you! Mar-17 at 01:52:45 pm Mar-17 at 01:52:49 pm

Mar 17, 13:53:45 Claire -> TulaneAdmission

Thanks for taking the time to answer all our questions today. Mar-17 at 01:53:39 pm Mar-17 at
01:53:45 pm
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